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Introduction and Overview of the Study

Recent research has examined the development of number skills, such as counting,

in young chilaren (Gelman & Gallistel, 1979; Fuson, Richards & Briars, 1982; Steffe,

von Glasersfeld, Richards & Cobb, 1982). These intensive efforts have generated

some compelling evidence regarding the cognitive contributions of those developing

skills to the subsequent development of number concepts. Earlier surveys of

children's number abilities on entering kindergarten or first grade (Brownell, 1941;

Williams, 1965; Rea & Reys, 1970, 1971), have confirmed that children enter school

with a broad range of number skills and abilities. If skills such as counting are

essential to subsequent number concept development, and if students enter school

with great variations in such skills, it would be of interest to ascertain the

school arithmetic development of students entering school with different number

abilities. Few, if any, studies have attempted to follow students with differing

number abilities through their early school years in order to study subsequent

school arithmetic development.

This research examined the school arithmetic development of three groups of

students from an urban school district who differed in performance on precisely

described number tasks on entry into first grade. The longitudinal stud; followed

the students' arithmetic development to the completion of third grade, for those

normally promoted each year. The study addressed two major questions.

1. Are there quantitative and/or qualitative differences in the

school arithmetic development of students with differing number

abilities on entry to first grade as they proceed through the

primary grades? If so, what is the nature of these differences?

2. Are there differences in the school arithmetic programs pro-

vided for students with differing number abilities on entry to

first grade? If so, what is the nature of those differences?
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Approximately 1,200 entering first grade students were individually inter-

viewed during the first six weeks of school, Fall 1979. They were partitioned into

three sets based on their performance on the interview number tasks. Trios com-

posed of a high number performance (FNP) student, intermediate numbet performance

(IN?) student, and low number performance (LNP) student were formed, with each

member of the trio coming from the same first grade classroom and each being of

the same gender. Thirty-eight such trios were formed, and constituted the popula-

tion sample for the study.

For purposes of the study, school arithmetic was composed of addition and

subtraction computational tasks, word problems, and tasks that elicited students'

thinking about properties of the addition and subtraction operations. Both quanti-

tative and qualiitative assessments of student performance were carried out in

describing arithmetic development across the duration of the study.

Descriptions of the school programs experienced by the students in the study

were formed from information gathered from the students' classroom teachers,each

year.

Students in the population sample were individually interviewed during the

1980-81 school year. The interviews were composed of the tasks used to assess

arithmetic development. At the end of the school year, classroom teachers were

asked to respond to a set of questions formulated to describe the arithmetic pro-

gram experienced by each student in the study. They were also asked to give their

perception of the students' maturity level. The student interview and teacber

questionnaire were re-administered during the 1981-32 school year.

The study is presented in six major parts:

1. Baseline descriptions of the study samples

2. School Arithmetic Development: Adding and Subtracting Whole Numbers

3. School Arithmetic Development: Word Problems



4. School Arithmetic Development: Commutative and Identity Properties

5. Arithmetic Program Descriotions

6. Conclusions and Implications

3
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1. The First Grade: Baseline Descriptions of the Subjects

The f-Alowing presents baseline descriptions of subjects at the first grade

level whose subsequent sexol arithmetic development was the essential thrust of

this study.

Two sets of descriptive data are presented. One set describes the performance

of the thirty eight trios of students that composed the original sample population

chosen in the Fall of 1979 on their entry into first grade. This group reflected

a cross-section of entering first-grade students fromr the school district. The

trios were formed on the basis of their number performance on entry to first grade,

each member of the trio coming from the same classroom and experiencing the same

teacher during the first grade, and each being of the same gender. The second set

of data presents the performance descriptions of that subset of intact trios of

students who remained in the study tlfrough Spring 1982. As expected, there was

significant attrition of students composing the trios over the duration of the

longitudinal study. When any one of the students from a trio was lqst, the entire

trio was discontinued from participation. Only trios remaining intact over the

duration of the study were used in describing school arithmetic development. Hence,

it was considered important to see if the baseline profiles of the subset of trios

who remained throughout the duration of the itudy were similar to the baseline

profiles of the original sample of thirty eight trios.

In the tables that follow the original thirty eight trios are designrtd as

the "Population SampAe"; the subset of intact trios retained throughout the study

is designated as thsf4Study Sample".

Performance on Certain Specified Number Tasks on Entry. to First Grade

During the fiist six weeks of the school year, first grade students were

individually interviewed. The interview included rote and rational counting tasks

as well as tas17 equiring reading and writing numbers. Tables 1 - 7 present data
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on responses of students in the PNP, INP, AND LNP groups to these tasks.

Students were asked to show the examiner how far they could count. They were

stopped at one hundred. Table 1 shows the percentage of students that either

terminated t5e count or made an initial error in clunting ranges between 0 and 100.

Table 1

Percent of Sample Terminating Count in a Decade Range

3-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-60 61-70 71-80 81-90 91-100

HNP Population Sample(N=38) 07, 07. 0% 0% 07, 2% 2a4 3% 92%

GROUP Study Sample (N=20) 0% 0% (1% 0% Y% 0% 07 74 5% 94%

INP Population Sample(N=38) 0% 0% 25q, 52% 87 8% Z% U% 07/,

GROUP Study Sample (N=20) 0% 0% 25% 604 10% 54 07 0% 0% CF4

INP Population Sample(N=38) 13% 61%
GROUP Study Sample (N=20) 5% 68%

26%

26%

07

07

0%

04

0%

0%

0%

07

07,

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Students in the HNIP group could generally count to 100 on entry to first grade.

Students in the INP group typically counted into the 31-40 range. Stildents 4n the

LNP group typically could only count into the 11-20 range. 'There appeared to be

little difference between the original population sample and the retained study sample

on'this counting task.

Students were asked to count backward (or down) from 5, 10 and 13. Table 2

shows the percentage of students that were able to successfully perform those tasks.

Table 2

Percent of Sample Able to Count Back from Given Number
S.111.1

5 10 13

HNP Population Sample N=38 1007. 987. 797

GROUP Study Sample N=20 1007. 100% 88'4

INP Population Sample N=38 747. 537 37.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 857. 557. 5%

LNP Population Sample N=38 16% 5% 0%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 167. 01% 0%

About all students in the HNP group could count back from 5 nnd 10; most were
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also able to count back from 13. The majority of students in the IN? group could

count back from 5 and 10,,but very few could count back from 13. Only a few

students in the LNP group could count back from 5 and 10; none could count back

from 13. There apPeared to be little difference between the original population

sample and the retained study sample on this counting task.

A pile of counting blocks was placed.on a% surface in front of the students..

The examiner then asked the siudent to show 4, 8, 10 and 13 blocks. Table 3 shows

the percentage of students able to successfully perform these tasks.

Table 3

Percent of Sample Able to Demonstrate Given Number

4 8 10 13

HNP Population SamPle N=38 100% 97% 100% 957.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 1007. 1007 100% 94%

INP Population Sample N=38 897 957. 974 74%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 100% 1007 95% 757.

LNP Population Sample N=38 897. 737. 47% 24%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 89% 607, 637 2r7.

Almost all students in the ENP group were able to count out 4, 8, 10 and 13

blocks on request. About all students in the INP group could count out 4, 8 and 10

blocks, and about three-fourths could count out 13 blocks. The majority of students

in the LNP group could count out 4, 8 and 10 blocks, but less than one fourth could

count out 13 blocks. There appeared to be little difference between the original

population sample and the retained study sample on this counting task.

Students were presented with trios of dot cards with N, N + 1, N-1 dots. The

trio of cards was shuffled to assure a random display. The students were then asked

to identify the N card in the trio. There were four of these tasks presented where
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N=3, N=6, N=10, and N=13. Table 4 shows the percentage of students able to dis-

criminate and identify the N card in a trio of cards displayed.

Table 4'

Percent of Sample Able to Dcicriminate Given Number from Trio

3 6 10 13

HNP Population Sample N=38 1007 97% 100% 95%
ROUP Study Sample N=20 100% 1007. 84% 62%

INP Population Sample N=38 100% 82% 76% 50%
GROUP Study Sample N=20 100% 75% 75% 45%

LNP Population Sample N=38 92% 61% 34% 16%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 94% 687. 42% 16%

About all students in the HNP group were able to identify the 3-, 6-, and 10-

dot card in a trio of cardii; the majority could identify the 13-dot card. All

students in the INP group were able to identify the 3-dot card, about three fourths

could identify the 6- and 10-dot cards, and about half the 13-dot card. About all

of the students in the LNP group could identify the 3-dot card, slightly more than

half the 6-dot card, less than half the 10-dot card, and few could identify the

13-dot card. There appeared to be little difference between the original popula-

tion sample and the retained study sample on this number task.

Students were given a set of seven dot cards (one-seven) and asked to order

them from least to greatest. They were then given a set of seven numeral cards

(1-7) and asked to order them from least to greatest. Table 5 shows the percentage

of students able to successfully perform these two tasks.

7



Table 5

Percent of Sample Able to Order Array and Numeral Cards

Array Numeral

HNP Population Sample N=38 100% 1007.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 1007. 100%

INF Population Sample N=38 79% 89%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 90% 95%

LNP Population Sample N=38 37% 42%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 32% 57%

All students in the HNP group were able to order both the array and numeral

cards from least to greatest. Most students in the INP group were able to order

both sets of cards. Generally less than half of the INP group Oould order the two

sets of cards from least to greatest. Although there were no major differences

between the original population sample and the retained sample, the INP group study

sample appeared to reflect a slightly higher level of ability than the original

population sample.

Students were given a paper with numerals on it and asked to read each numeral.

Table 6 shows the percentage of students able to correctly read each of the numerals.

Table 6

Percent of Sample Able to Read Given Numeral) Correctly

1 2 3 6 7 9 10 15 18

HNP Population Sample N=38 100% 1007. 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 1007. 100%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 1007. 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

INP Population Sample N=38 100% 100% 1007. 98% 98% 84% 959. 16% 34%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 100% 100% 100% 1007. 100% 857. 100% 10% 357.

LNP Population Sample N=38 97% 84% 89% 66% 42% 34% 45% r. 34

GROUP Study Sample N=20 957. 797. 957. 63% 42% 42% 42% 5% 5%

11

8
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All students in the HNP group could read all the numerals correctly. Most

students in the INP group could read the numerals to.10, but few could read the teen

numerals. Students in the LNP group could Ilenerally read the numerals 1, 2, 3, but

ti-en tailed-off markedly with very few able to read the teen numerals. There

appeared to be little difference between the original population sample and the

retained study sample in ability to read given numerals.

; Students were given paper and pencil and asked to write numbers presented

orally by the examiner. Table 7 shows the percentage of students able to correctly

write each of the numbers.

Table 7

Percent of Sample Able to Write Given Numbers Correctly

3 4 6 8 9 10 11 15 24

HNP Population Sample N=38 847. 87% 82% 160% 92% 84% 1007 897 667.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 83% 897 89% 1007. 83% 100% 100% 947. 61%

INP Population Sample N=38 557. 847 68% 84% 58% 797. 667 167, 07.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 45% 80% 75% 857. 55% 757. 60% 20% 07.

LNP Population Sample N=38 42% 42% 26% 326 18% 294 217. 07 0%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 32% 37% 26% 36% 26% 267. 217 07. 07.

Most students in the HNP group were able to write all the numerals correctly.

The majority of students in the INP group could write numerals to 11, but few could

write 15, and none could write 24. Generally only about one fourth of the I'M group

could write the numerals to 11, and none could write 15 or 24. There appeared to

be little difference between the original population sample and the retained study

sample in ability to write given numerals.

In summary, the HNP group chosen for the study of school arithmetic develop-

ment displayed a high level of performance on rote and rational counting taska, as
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well as on reading and writing numeral tasks, on entry into first grade. The LN?

group cholien for the study displdyed a low level of performance on the tasks, on

entry to first grade. And the INP group's performance was generally somewhere

between the performance of the HNP and LNP groups on the number and numeral tasks.

A comparison of the performance of the original population sami.le chosen for

the study of school arithmetic development and the performance of that subset of

trios of students retained over the duration of the study would indicate that there

was no selectivity factor,at work. It appeared Chat the retained study sample

reflected the same number and numeral performance characteristics as the original

sample population chosen for the study.

Performance on Metropolitan Achievemeat Test Tasks, Spring of First Grade Experience

In the Spring of 1980, the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Primary I) was

administered to all first grade 3tudents tn the school system. The mathematics

domain of the test waa cluster analyzed into four topical areas: numeration,

geometry and measurement, problem solvin6, and operations on whole numbers. Tables

8 to 11 present data on responses of students in the PNP, IN? and LNP groups on

those four sets of tasks.

The first 10 items on the MAT (Mathematics) purport to measure student per-

formance on Numeration. Table 8 shows the percentage of students who responded

correctly to the items in that cluster.

Table 8

Percent of Sample with Correct Response to Each Numeration Cluster Task

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 T

HNP Population Sample N=38 100% 87% 847. 79% 42% 74% 55% 55% 55% 74% 71%

OROUP Stu# Sample N=20 1007. 84% 89% 897, 42% 84% 63% 58% 47% 79'; 77%

IN? Population Sample N=38 92; 71% 557. 504 50% 52% 39% 37% 37% 50°4 527.

GROUP Study Sample N=20 95% 70% 55% 407, 20% 50% 25% 30% 30% 45% 51%

INP. Population Sample N=38 587. 527. 55% 377. 21% 217. 377 16% in 52% 37%

CROUP Study Sample N=20 687. 52% 687. 12. 16% 107 16% 167. 21% 63% 37%
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With the exception of a few items in this numeration cluster, each j,roup

3enerally retained its relative level of performance on each of the items. On the

total cluster of items, the groups clearly retained their relative level of per-

formance originally determined by number performance on entry to first grade.

Given the high degree of similarity between the original population sample and the

retained study sample on total performance on this cluster of items, there appears

to be no indication that the retained study sample was a bias subset of the original

population sample.

Items 11-19 on the MAT (Mathematics) purport to measure student performance

on Measurement and Geometry. Table 9 shows the percentage of students in each

group who responded correctly to the items in that cluster.

Table 9

Percent of Sample with Correct Response to Each Measurement/Geometry Task

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

HNP Population Sample N=38 90% 79% 907 84% 90% 71% 73% 507. 50% 75%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 957. 79% 1007, 897 89% 84% 637, 587. 47% 75%

INP Population Sample N=38 81% 78% 767, 65% 767. 65% 477. 45% 34% 63%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 807. 757. 70% 607 707 457. 60% 50% 40% 617e

LNP Population Sample N=38 667. 53% 797. 44% 47% 47% 630/. 45% 187. 51%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 84% 57% 73% 37% 477 42% 37% 63% 15% 517

With the exception of a few items in this measurement and geometry cluster,

each group generally retained its relative level of performance on each item.

Generally the range of differences between the three groups was more restricted on

'this cluster than the previous cluster; overall the groups performed at a higher

level on this cluster. On the toral cluster of items, the groups again retained
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their relative level of performance originally determined by number performance

on entry to first grade. There was a high degree of similarity between the original

population sample and the retained study sample which would provide additional

evidence against a selectivity bias in the retained sample.

Items 20-28 on the MAT (Mathematics) purport to measure Problem Solving per-

formance. Table 10 shows the percentage of students in each group who responded

correctly to the items in that cluster.

Table 10

Percent of Sample with Correct Response to Each Problem Solving Task

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 T-
HNP Population Sample N=38 847 90% 79% 53% 42% 84% 58% 71% 50% 67%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 79% 957 747 53% 53% 89% 63% 63% 47% 68%

IN? Population Sample N=38 .867. 767Q 427. 68% 187, 477 23% 367, 187 46%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 85% 807 557. 257. 35% 45% 20% 35% 20% 447.

LNP Population.Sample N=38 587. 60% 37% 73% 21% 52% 347. 23% 18% 41%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 637 57% 52% 15% 5% 68% 15% 21% 10% 34%

The IMP group generally retained its relative level of performance on each of

the problem solving cluster tasks. The difference between the INP group and the

LNP group was not parti,7ularly marked on the individual items. On the total

cluster of items, the groups retained their relative level of performance origin-

ally determined by number performance on entry to first grade. Again, the similarity

between the population sample and the study sample on the total cluster of tasks

would indicate that there was no selectivity factor at work?...

Items 29-40 on the MAT (Mathematics) measure operations on whole numbers

(addition and subtraction) performance. Table 11 shows the percentage of students

in each group who responded correctly to the items in that cluster.
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Table 11

Percent of Sammie with Correct RespOnse to Each Operation's Task

29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 T

ENP Population Sample N=38 927. 76% 71% 66% 767 537. 84% 58% 53% 76% 39% 47% 66%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 95% 791 681 68% 63" 58% 741 74% 63% 741 26' 52% 66%

INP Population Sample N=38 76% 55% 45% 32% 53% 42% 24% 13% 11% 457 261 18% 36%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 85% 35% 45% 251 60% 301 251 201 01 35% 30% 20% 347

LNP Population Sample N=38 55% 55% 11% 39% 45% 2-6% 32% 5% 5% 37% 18% 18% 28%

GROUP Study Sample N=20 68% 53% 261 36% 26/ 261 36% 15% 10% 151 267 51 287o

The HNP group clearly retained its relative level of performance on each of

the operations cluster of tasks. The relative differences between the,INP and the

LNP groups on each of the items was not consistently observable. On the total

cluster of items, the groups retained their relative level of performance

originally determined by number performance on entry to first grade. The difference

between the HNP group and the other two groups was much more marked than the differ-

ence between the INP and the LNP.. Again, the similarity between the population

sample and the study sample in performance on the total cluster tasks would

indicate there was no selectivity factor at work.

Program Experiences During the First Grade.

Each of the three students composing an intact trio in the study had the same

classroom teacher for his/her first grade school arithmetic experience, in addition

to each being of the same gender. In June of the

asked to respond to a questionnaire about aspects

experienced by each member of the trio during the

Comparisons betweet the original population

sample presented in the previous sections offered

first-grale year, teachers were

of the school arithmetic program

first grade.

sample and the retained study

no compelling evidence of

differences between these two groups. It is assumed that there was no selectivity

It;
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factor at work and the retained study samole was similar in composition to the

original sample population. Ensuing data presentations are based exclusively on

performances of the retained study ?opulation, N=20 trios.

Tables 12 to 14 present descriptive data on aspects of the school arithmetic

program experienced by students in the HNP, INP and LNP groups during the first

grade. Teachers were asked to indicate the amount of time given to school arith-

metic instruction daily in the classroom, whether a basal textbook was used for

instruction, how often the textbook was used, and whether it was completed during

the year. Table 12 presents the results of those inquiries.

Table 12

Percent of Students Experiencing Particular Program Conditions

Daily Classroom Arithmetic
Time in Minutes

Basal test
Usage

Frequency of
Textbook Usage

Textbook Completed
During Year

' 3-4 1-2 Ir-
15-30 10-45 45-60 Yes No D Week Week Reg Yes No.

HNP

Group 57. 75% 20% 90% 107. 607. 30% 57 5% 60% 40%

INP

Group 207. 607. 20% 100% 07. 607. 25% 107 5% 50% 507.

LNP

Group 157. 607. 257. 857. 157. 60% 23% 10% 57. 40% 607.

The program profiles that emerge from the questionnaire administered to

teachers appeared to be quite similar for students in all three groups. Typically,

students received thirty to forty five minutes per day classroom instruction in

arithmetic. With few exceptions, a basal textbook was used for instruction.

There were a few cases in the HNP and LNP'sroups where the DMP program was used

rather than a traditional textbook. Typically, the textbook was used daily during

14
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the first grade experience; very seldom was it used less than three to four times

per week. Only about one half of the students completed the textbook during the

first grade, with a higher ratio of students in the HNP group than in the LNP group

completing the textbook.

The classroom teachers were also questioned regarding their classroom organi-

zation for arithmetic instruction, and whether students"received supnlementary

arithmetic instruction outside the classroom. Table 13 presents the results of

those inquiries.

Table 13

Percent of Students Experiencing Particular Instructional Conditions

Supplementary

Classroom Organization for Instruction Instruction

HNP

Total
Class

Instruction

Total Class w/
Small Group or Ind.

Instruction

Small Small Group

Group w/Ind. Individual Min/

Instruction Instruction Instructiop Yes No Week

Group 357. 45% 107. 10% 0% 30% 70% 105

INP
Group 35% 50% 57. 107. 07. 35% 65% 120

LNP

Group 20% 457. 15% 207, 0% 70% 30% 128

Classroom organization for arithmetic instruction appeared to be quite similar

for students in all three groups. There was some slight indication that the LNP

group received less total class instruction and more small group and individual

instruction. There were no teachers that indicated they used an exclusive

individualized instruction procedure. There was a significant difference between

the LNP group and the HNP and INP in students receiving supplementary instruction.
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Typically, the students in the LNP group received a little more than two hours per

week supplementary instruction, primarily from Title I mathematics correction

teachers. Less than half of the students in the HN? and INP received supplementary

instrUction. In the case of the HNP students, this was typically enrichment work

with ESAA mathematics personnel.

Classroom teachers were asked to order the four areas of the first grade

curriculum according to the priority of importance and emphasis given each. Table 14

presents the teachers' responses regarding relative order oC emohasis of these four

curriculum areas with "1" indicating high priority and "4" indicating low priority

of emphasis.

Table 14

Percent of Teachers Indicating Priority of Emphasis Given Four
Curriculum Areas

HNP GROUP INP GROUP LNP GROUP:'

Order of Emphasis Order of Emphasis Order of Emphasis

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Number Development 65t 257 1,0% 07. 607 25% 15% O. 60% 20% 157 57

Measurement/Geometry 07. 25% 30% 45% 0% 257. 40% 3570 07. 25% 30% 45%

Add/Sub Combinations

Word Problems(4.,-)

407

07

457

5%

107,

40%

57

557

40%

0%

50%

07

10%

35%

0%

65%

35%

07,

55%

5%

107.

45%

0%

507.

The profile of priorities given tparticular areas of the first-grade arith-

i

metic curriculum was very similar for ali three groups. Typically, top priority was

1

given to number development activities with work on the addition and subtractt n

combinations being the second most important area of emphasis. Measurement and

geometry activities and work with word problems appeared to be low priority areas
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of emphasis. These priorities of emphasia apPeared to hold across all three groups.

The teac'iers were asked to indicate their perceptions of each student's level

of maturity on a five point scale, with "5" indicating a high level of maturity,

and "1" a low level of m turity. Four different areas of maturity were presented

to the teachers for response: arithmetic maturity, intellectual maturity, social/

emotional maturity, and psycho/motor maturity. Table 15 presents the teachers'

responses for each of the three groups.

Table 15

Percent of Teachers Indicating Perceived Levels of Maturity

HNP GROUP INP MOUP LNP (;ROUP

Arith .Int. Soc/Em Psy/M
Mat. Mat. Mat. Mat.

Arith Int. Soc/Em Psy/M Arith Int.
Mat. Mat, Mat. Mat. Mat. Mat.

Soc/Em Psy/M
Mat. Mat.

L 1 07 0% 07 0% 10% 107. 157 10% 50% 30% 357, 25%

V 2 07. 0% 5% 07. 257. 357. 25% 30% 40% 55% 40% 30%

E

L 3 10% 107. 15% 107. 50% 40% 35% 307. 107. 15% 20% 40%

S-
4 35% 307 157G 307, 157 15% 25% 30% 0% 07 5% 5%

5 55% 60% 657 607 07, 07. 07. 07. 0% 0% 0% 0%

The three groups differed significantly on teachers' perceptions of their

matutitY in the four Areas. Students in the ENP group were perceived by their

teachers as being quite mature on all four dimensions. TYpically, they were

judged to be "4" or "5" on a five-point scale in all areas of maturity. Students

in the LNP group were perceived by their teachers as being quite immature on all

four dimensions. Typically, they were judged to be "1" or "2" on the scales.

The INP group typically was judged to be "2", "3", or "4" on the five-point scale.

It appeared that teachers' judgment of students' maturity at the end of first

grade was very closely related to the students' performance on the number tasks

Z±).
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on entry to first grade, as well as performance on the MAT (Mathematics) during the

first-rade experience.

This section of the report has presented baseline descriptions of subjects to

be studied and the school staging conditions from which the study of school arith-

metic development ensued over the subsequent two-year period. All subjects in the

study entered first grade in Fall 1979. On the basis of performance on interviews

of about 1,200 incoming first graders, three groups of students were formed: a

high number performance group (HNP), a low number performance group (LIP), and an

intermediate number perfc-rmance Iroup (IN?). Thirty eight trios of students com-

posed the initial population sample. One number of each trio was in the IINT group,

one in the INP group, and one in the LNP group. Each member of a trio was of the

same gender, and each was in the same classroom with the same teacher during the

first-grade experience. Twenty intact trios were retained over the duration of

the study. Data that compared the original population sample (38 trios) with the

retained study sample (20 trios) indicated few differences in performance between

the two groups. Hence, it appeared reasonable to assume that the retained study

sample reflected a cross-section of students from the large urban school district

from which the original population samPle was drawn.

To summarize the characteristics of the three groups of students in the study,

on entry to first grade HE? group students could typically count to one hundred;

could count back from 5, 10 and 13; could demonstrate 4, 8, 10 and 13 blocks; could

discriminate 3, 6, 10 and 13 dot cards; could order array and numeral cards 1 through

7; could read numerals through the tLens; and could write numbers through the teens.

LNP group students could typically not count beyond 20; could not count back from

5, 10 or 13; could not demonstrate a number of blocks beyond 10; could not discrimin-

ate dot cards beyond 10; had difficulty ordering array and numeral cards 1 through

7; could not read numerals beyond 10; and had difficulty writing numerals to 10.
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The number performance of the INT group on entry to first grade was generally

between that of the HNP and LNP groups on each of the number tasks.

In performance on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Mathematics) administered

in the Spring of the first-grade year, the three groups retained their same relative

level of performance on each of the content clusters. The HNP group responded

correctly to about 75% of the tasks on the Numeration cluster, about 757, of the

tasks on the Measurement/Geometry cluster, 677 of the tasks on the Problem

Solving cluster, and 66% of the tasks on the Operations cluster. The LNP group

responded correctly to about 37% of the tasks on the Numeration cluster, 51% of

the tasks on the Measurement/Geometry cluster, 35% of the tasks on the Problem

Solving cluster, and 287 of the tasks on the Operations cluster. The performance

of the INP group *as between that of the HN? and LNP groups on each of the

clusters.

All three groups received about the same classroom instruction time during

the first-grade experience, but the LNP group receivgd significantly more supple-

mentary instruction outside the classroom than either of the other two groups.

Students in all three groups used textbooks in their first-grade experience, and

the frequency of use was about the same for all groups. More students in the

HNP group completed the text during the first grade than did LNP group students.

The classroom organization provided for instruction was very similar for all

students. The emphasis given to first-grade arithmetic topics by teachers was

very similar for students in all groups.

Their first-grade teachers tended to perceive students in the LNP group as

being very immature in all areas of development. They perceived the HNY group of

students as being very mature in all areas of development. Teacher perceptions of

the maturity of the IN? group tended to fall between the two extremes.

How then do these three groups of students who have marked differences in

number performance on entry to first grade, who differ correspondingly in their

4)
As
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performance on achievement test tasks administered during the first ;rade, and who

have correspondingly marked differences in maturity in the perceptions of their first-

grade teachers, progress in arithmetic development during the two subsequent years

of their school experience? The following sections of this report present quanti-

tative and qualitative information about aspects of their arithmetic development.
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2. School Arithmetic Development: Adding and Subtracting tThole Numbers

Students in each of the three groups were administered twelve addition and

subtraction tasks as part of the individual interviews carrled out eact year over

the two-year duration of the study. The 19al interviews took place during the second

half of the students' second year of school teyond kindergarten; Hie 1982 interviews

took place during the second half of their third year of school. Figure 1. shows

the twelve addition and subtraction tasks. The first ten tasks required no

renaming; the final two tasks involved three digit numbers where renaming was

involved and were tasks that went beyond the typical first grade curriculum.

Students were given the individual sheet and directed to complete as many

tasks as they could. Manipulative material in the form of unit-cubes and ten-rods

was available to each student, and they were informed that they .could use the

materials, or not, as they wished. The interviewers observed each student respond

to the tasks and recorded observations of overt physical manifestations of ?ro-

cessing displayed by each subject. Both gAantitative and qualitative analyses of

the data were carried out.

Quantitative LEguLA: The mean and standard deviation of performance scores for

the BP, IN?, and LNP grou7s for both the 1981 and 1982 administrations are shown

in Table 16. Group scores on the twelve tasks administered in 1981 directly

corresponded with the performance of the groups on the number tasks on entry to

first grade in 1979. The corresponding performance of the groups continued through

the 1982 administration. The mean of each group increased by a'similar increment

in performance between the 1981-82 administration, although the RN? group increase

was somewhat restricted because of the ceiling effect of the test.

24



NAME

School

GRADE

Teacher

0 3 0 7 + 8 = C D 9 6 - -0 15
+6 8

0 146

+ 271

@ 3
6

+ 7

5
27 5 -

C) 418

172

Figure 1. Twelve Addition and Subtraction Tasks
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CD
38
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Table 16

Group Performance on Addition and Subtraction Tasks

Spring 1981 Spring 1982

Sd. IT Sd.

HNP Group 9.80 1.44 11.25 1.25

IN? Group 7.65 1.76 9.71 1.87

LNP Group 5.25 2.47 7.60 2.98

23

The ogives of the three groups' performance on the twelve tasks shown in

Figure 2 gives a further more refined perspective on the performance of the

students in 1931 and 1982. It can be noted that students in the LN? group with

scores above the median on the addition and subtraction tasks generally performed

within the same range of scores as students in the EN? and IN? groups. Students

in the LIN? group with scores below the median performed below the entire range of

scores of students in the HNP and most students in the INP group.

About fifty percent of the students in the LNP group on entry to first grade

had performance scores on the addition and subtraction tdsks that were below the

entire range of performance scores of the HNP group. Their scores were also below

about ninety percent of the performance scores of the IN? group. This was generally

true for the 1981 and 1982 administrations of the tasks. The fifty percent of

students at or above the median in the LN? group had performance scores that fell

within the range of scores of the PNP and T.NP groups at the time of the second

1982 administration.

Table 17 shows the performance of students in the three groups on each of

the twelve addition and subtraction tasks. Most of the improvement in performance

between the 1981/82 administration for the HNP group is attributable to the last

2 G
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Figure 2. Ogives of Performance on Twelve Computation Tasks
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two tasks involving renaming. Both the INT and the LNP generally improved perform-

ance on all the tasks. The last two tasks appeared to be difficult for these

groups with less than fifty percent getting them correct. The two more difficult

addition and subtraction tasks presented in horizontal form (21 6, and 27 - 5)

were especially troublesome to the LIP group, with only about fifty percent being

able to respond correctly in the 1982 administration.

Table 17

Percentage of Students in Cach Group Responding Correctly to computation Tasks

Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

HNP 1981 1007. 10073 95% 85% 95% 95% 80% 95% 707. 80% 50%

Group 1982 100% 100% 100% 95% 85% 95% 90% 95% 95% 100% 90%

INP 1981 100% 85% 907 70% 757 65% 507, 807G 40% 60% 15%

Group 1982 100% 957. 95% 80% 100% 80% 80% 85% 757 857 55%

LNP 1981 857. 707. 757, 657. 407 507, 35% 401/4 407 20% 57.

Group 1982 907. 607. 807. 857 757 757. 50% 807 45% 65% 40%

12

20%

80%

lin

40%

0%

15%

25

An error analysis of the twelve items was carried out to gain further insight

into the development of the three groups of students. A three-by-three matrix was

constructed for each item and each group. (See figure at riAht.)

The nine cells in the matrix indicate: (A) the'

number responding correctly to the item in both
1

the 1981 and 1982 administration; (B) the number C
9

responding correctly in 1981 but incorrectly
8 IC

1982; (C) the number resnonding correctly in 1981

but not attempting in 1982; (D) the number

responding incorrectly in 1981 but correctly

in 1962; (E) the number responding incorrectly

N/A

1982

IC N/A

Figure 3. Two Year Summary
Matrix

in both 1961 and 1982; (F) the number responding incorrectly in 1981 and not attempt-

2
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C

N

A

*
ing the task in 1982; (G) the number not attempting in 1981 and responding correctly

in 1982; (H) the number not attempting in 1981 and responding incorrectly in 1982;

(1) the number not attempting in either 1981 or 1982. In cells F, D, E, F and H

the frequency for the cells is recorded in the inner cell, and the incorrect
.

responses in the remaining area.

Table 18

Summary df Individual Responses to Item #1, 1981/82 Administrations

18182.
1 N

20 0

0 0
N
A

20 0

0 0

il 1422.
V. !NG

N
A

N4

16

3
/0 0

0 0
----:

0

0 1

0

,
Item #1 was answered correctly by all students in the HNP and INT groups in

both years. Two students in the LNP group were incorrect in 1981 but correct in

1982; two were correct in 1981 but incorrect in 1982. Two of the incorrect

responses were adjacent numbers to 9 (8,10); another incorrect response was 3,

probably indicating choice of incorrect operation (subtract). The 3 response is

difficult to understand.

Table 19

Summary of Individual Responses to Item #2, 1981/82 Administrations

4Q7

e

1

cli Al

!.. 4

N
A

"MEM
NC

V
NA

C
17 0

10

13
mail

1 0

a 1 2:j

N
A

14112-
NA

el
8

III "
/6

i /4
i

0

1

I
5--

111
14....-
1 4

0

17 14
--''.14

0
0

0
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Item #2 was answered correctly by all students in the HNP group both years.

Two studentd in the INP group were incorrect the first year, but all were correct the

second year. The incorrect responses 1110" and "13" were difficult to interpret.

Only eight students in the LNP group had the task correct both years. Two students

had the task incorrect both years and were consistent in their errors; one gave

14 as a response both years, the other 16 both years. Ten students had incorrect

answers either in 1981 or 1982 but not both; four were incorrect in 1981 but correct

in 1962; six were correct in 1981 hut incorrect in 1g82. Most common errors were

"1", where students evidetly were performing the wrong operation (subtraction), and

"14" and "16", adjacent numbers to the correct response 15. Reasons for the other

incorrect answers such as 5 and 17 were less evident.

Table 20

Sumznarv of Individual Responses to Item #3 1981/82 Administrations

1182
N N A

19
10

0

II 113 II
IS'

0

0

0
A

1482.
tioic NA

17
111

0

kr
15^

.9J

0 0

14 612.-

IAá C NA

12
111 /4

4
Lit

0

IN is.
q,
7

i
,

0

0

0

S.

Item #3 was answered correctly by all students in the HNP group both years

except in one case where a student responded incorrectly in the 1981 administration.

That case evidently involved incorrect choice of operation. Most INP group students

responded correctly both years. Two gav incorrect responses in 1981, but were



correct in 1962; one gave a correct resnonse in 1981, but was incorrect in 1982.

Both students in the former case resnonded "15" and evidently chose the incorrect

operation; in the latter case the incorrect response was "4", an adjacent number to

the correct response 3. The LNP group had a number of incorrect responses; four

were incorrect in 1981 but correct in 1982; three were correct in 1981 but incorrect

in 1982; and one was incorrect both years. The most common incorrect responses were

4_

"4", ad adjacent number to the correct response 3, and "15" where students evidently

chose the incorrect operation (addition). Reasons for other resoonses such as "16",

"5" and "7" were less evident.

Table 21

Summar of Individual Responses to Item 14, 1981/82 Administrations

Met
IN A

16

lj-
4,

1

0

ill 3
13

P-3

I
0 0 A

NA

10
fill 4

to
a
13

0

,

11

A3
.01

t

0
a

0

14 12-
C NA

12
.

0

6

/ 7
1.

1 0
wail
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Item #4 elicited three incorrect responses in 1981 from the HNP group but those

three students responded correctly in 1982; one student on the HNP group responded

correctly in 1981 but incorrectly the next year. The three incorrect responses of

the former group: "3", "13", and "23" all indicated the students were subtracting

five from 8 as a procedure, or choosing the incorrect operation (addition) in the

task. The other incorrect response was "6", an adjacent number to the correct

response 7. Only ten students in the INP group responded cotTectly both years.
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Six students responded incorrectly the first year, 'ut incorrectly the second.

Incorrect res?onses included "3", "13", "23" and "6" as in the previous group.

Other responses sich as "1", "10" and "12" were difficult to interpret. The

incorrect response "24" was an adjacent number if the incorrect operation of

addition was carried out; the incorrect "17" probably involved the student

"bringing down" the 1 in "15" after subtracting 8 from,15. In the INP group,

four students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982, while one

responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in 1982. Two students responded

incorrectly both years to the task, and one did not attempt the task in 1981 and

responded correctly in 1982. Three of the incorrect responses were "8" and one was

"6", all adjacent numbers to the correct response 7. Other incorrect responses

included "12" and "17" which were responses made by students in the other groups.

The incorrect responses "2", "9", and "12" were not made by other groups and are

difficult to understand.

Table 23

Summa of Individual Res onses to Item #5 1981/82 Administrations

17
a 0

Jo.4.1

0 0
A

16
iff

.

. 0

13 111 IR
lb
/ (,

1 fil1 0

6

IP

/I/ 0

9 13 1

1c16 iv
1 4 ) a3PI lio

ill
o

.2 G.
o

,.

Item generated relatively few incorrect responses from the IMP and INP

groups. Two students in the HNP group responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly

in 1982, while one responded incorrectly both years. In the latter case, the

student resnonded "16" and "18", both adjacent to the correct answer 17. The
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other two incorrect answers, "20" and "15" are more difficult to interpret. In the

INP group, three students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; one

student made no attempt in 1981 but responded correctly in 1982. Of the three

incorrect responses, two were "16", a number adjacent to the correct response 17.

The "13" response could have been the result of the student ignoring the 4 in the task

and simply resnonding to 5 8. This task was esPecially difficult for the LNP

group at the time of the 1981 administration; by the 1982 administration, there was

significant improvement. Nine students responded incorrectly in 1931 but correctly

in 1982; two responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in 1982; one responded

incorrectly both years; one responded incorrectly in 1981 and did not attempt in

1982; one did not attempt in 1981 and responded incorrectly in 1982. Seven of the

incorrect responses given were either "16" or "18", adjacent numbers to the correct

response 17. Two incorrect responses were "9" and "13", again the 'student evidently

choosing a recognizable two addend combination from the three presented. Other

incorrect responses "15", "20", "23", "2A", and "119", are difficult to

interpret.

Table 23

Summar,' of Individual Responses to Item #6 1981/82 Administrations
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Item #6 was quite easy for the HN2 group; one student responded incorrectly in

1981 but correctly in 1982; the other responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly

in 1982. Both incorrect responses, "15" and "17" were adjacent to the correct

response of lb. In the INP group three students responded incorrectly in 1981 but

correctly in 1182; three responded correctly in 1931 but incorrectly in 1982; one

student respondea incorrectly both years; one did not attempt in 1981 and responded

correctly in 1982. Four of the incorrect responses were "17" and "15", adjacent

numbers to the correct response of 16. Two of the incorrect responses were

where the students evidently added the two addends 6 and 7 and forgot or ignored

the addend 3; another incorrect response was "9", again the student evidently

responded to 3 plus 6 and forgot or ignored the 7. The other incorrect response

of "18" was mote difficult to interpret. In the LNP group, seven students responded

incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; two responded correctly in 1981 but

incorrectly in 1982; tWo responded incorrectly both years; one did not attempt in

1981 and responded incorrectly in 1982. Three of the incorrect answers were either

or "17", numbers adjacent to the correct answer of 16. Four incorrect

responses were either "13" or "9" where the students evidently responded to only

two of the three addends. Three of the incorrect responses were "61" where students

evidently reversed 16 in recording their responses. Other incorreq responses, "12",

"149, "20", and "25" were difficult to interpret.

c

1
hj"
C
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Table 24

Summary of Individual Response6 to Item #7, 1981/82 Administrations
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Item #7 was quite easy for the HNP group. Three students responded incorrectly

in 1981 but correctly in 1982; one responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in

19o2; and one responded incorrectly both years. Most of the incorrect reslonses

were "18" and "28". In the latter case the incorrect response was an adjacInt

number to the correct resoonse of 27; in the former case the students evidently

added the 6 and 2 and recorded the 1 in the tens place. The reason for the rorrect

response "17" is less evident. The INP group tended to respond incorrectly in the

1981 administration but correctly in 1982. Eight students responded incorrectly

in 1981 hut correctly in 1982; two resoonded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in

1982; two did not attempt the task in 1981 and were incorrect in 1982. Eight of

the incorrect responses were "18", evidently adding the 2 and 6 and recording the

1 in the tens place. One student incorrectly responded "28", an adjacent number

to the correct response of 27. The incorrect response "15" evidently resulted

from use of the incOrrect operation, subtraction. The reasons for the incorrect

responses "8" and "20" were not evident. The item was difficult for the LNP group

in both administrations. Only five were correct both years; eight w.ere incorrect

both years; three were incorrect in 1981 but correct in 1982; one was correct in

1981 but incorrect in 1982; one was incorrect in 1981 and did not attempt in 1982;

one did not attempt in 1981 and was incorrect in 1982; and one did not attempt in

1981 and was correct in 1982. Although "18" was the most common incorrect response,

the group generated many different incorrect responses (6, 12, 13, 15, 16, 26, 51,

61, 605), where their reasoning was not evident.
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fiummerv of Individual Responses to Item 08 1981/82 Administrations
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It-em #8 was quite easy for the HNP groun; eighteen of the students responded

correctly both years. One responded incorrectly the first year but correctly the

second; one correctly the first but incorrectly the second. One incorrect response

was "47", where the student evidently carried from ones to ten; the other incorrect

answer was "28" which is difficult to interpret. The INP group had 14 students

who answered correctly both years; two who answered incorrectly in 1981, but

correctly in 1982; and one who did not attempt in 1981 and was incorrect'in 1982.

Two incorrect responses "11" and "17" would indicate the student subtracted in

all or part of the processing. The response "47" indicated use of carrying when

there was none, The "38" incorrect response was an adjacent number to the correct

answer of 37. The "35" response is more difficult to interpret. The LNP group

did relatively well on this task. Twelve had it correct both years; four were

incorrect in 1981 but correct in 1982; five did not attempt in 1981 but were

correct in 1982; one was incorrect in 1931 and did not attempt in 1982; one did

not attempt in 1981 and was incorrect in 1982; and one did not attempt either

year. The "31" incorrect response indicated partial use of the incorrect

subtraction operation; the "36" incorrect response was an adjacent numb,r to the

correct response of 37. Other incorrect responses "30", "14", "65" and "811"

were difficult to interpret.
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Item A9 was easy for the HN? grouo by the time of the 1962 administration.

Fourteen were correct both years; six were incorrect in 1961 but responded correctly

in 1962. Three of the incorrect responses were "21" or "21", adjacent numbers to

the correct response of 22. Two of the incorrect responses were "32" where the

incorrect operation was evidently applied. The "37" incorrect response evidently

was the result of subtracting 5 from 2 (sic) and recording the 7 in the ones

place. In the IN? group, twelve students responded correctly both years; tWo

responded incorrectly both years. Three students responded incorrectly in 1981

but correctly in l9e2; one student responded correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in

1982. One student did not attempt the task in 1981 but was correct in 1982. Five

of the incorrect responses were "23" or "21", adjacent numbers to the correct

response of 22. The incorrect responses "1", "7", "1:" and "24" are difficult to

interpret. .The item was difficult for the LNP group; only eight students responded

correctly both years. Two students responded incorrectly both years; two students

responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; two students did not attempt

in 1981 but were C'orrect in 1982; four did not attempt in 1981 and were incorrect

in 1982; and two did not attempt either year. Three of the incorrect responses

were "21" or "23", adjacent numbers to the correct resnonse of 22. Two incorrect

responses were "32" which indicated choice of the wrong operation. The incorrect

34



response "12" evidently indicated a "borrowing" procedure where none was needed.

The other incorrect responses "2", "5" "24" and "30" were difficult to interpret.

Table 27

Summar, of Individual Responses to Item #10, 1981/82 Administrations
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Item #10 was quite easy for the NP group; seventeen responded correctly in

both administrations. Three students responded incorrectly in 1981, but correctly

in 1982. The three incorrect responses were "12, "43", and "53". Two of these

evidently were choice of the incorrect operation of addition, and the other the

use of a borrowing procedure where none was needed. In the INP group, thirteen

responded correctly in both administrations; three responded incorrectly in.1981

but correctly in 1'182; two correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in 1982; one responded

incorrectly both times; and one did not respond in 1981 tut responded correctly in

1982. Two of the incorrect responses f.7ere "53" and evidently involved the aiplica-

tion of the incorrect operation, addition. One incorrect response was "22", an

adjacent number to the correct response of 23. The reasons tor the other incorrect

responses "14", "20", "25" and "31" were not evident. Only four students in the

LNP group responded correctly in both administrations; two responded incorrectly in

both administrations. Two students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in
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in 1982; six did not attempt to respond in 1981 but were correct in 19b2; two did

not attempt to respond in 1981 and were incorrect in 1982; one responded incorrectly

in 1961 and did not attempt in 1982; and three did not attempt either time. Two

of the incorrect responses were "13" which evidently was the result of borrowing

when it was not needed. The "43" incorrect response may have been the result of

adding without carrying. Other incorrect responses "11", "15", "21" and "3" were

more difficult to interpret.

Table 28

Summary of Individual Responses to Item '11, 1981/82 Administrations
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Item 111 was answered correctly by eleven students in the MN? group in both

administrations. Eight responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; one

did not attempt in 1961 and answered incorrectly in 1982. The most common incorrect

responses were"3117"or"317',' quite reasonable responses when formal instruction had

not been carried out as yet. The "275" incorrect response was apparently a result

of a mixture of addition and subtraction in processing. The "415", "408", and

"427" incorrect responses were apparently some combination of incorrect carrying

and confusion in adding or subtracting. Five students in the 1NP group responded

correctly in both administrations; three responded incorrectly in both attempes,v,



Eight students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; one did not

resoond in 1981 and responded correctly in 1982; one did not respond in 1981 and

responded incorrectly in 1982; and two did not attempt in either administration.

The common incorrect responses were again those suxh as "3117", "3107", "317",

"517", "418", and "318", where errors in the carrying procedure occurred. The

'135" incorrect response was obviously a result of subtracting instead of adding.

Incorrect responses such as "38" and "17" were difficule to interpret. This was

a very difficult item for the LNE group. Only one student responded correctly in

both administrations. Four students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly

in 1982; two responded incorrectly both years; one responded incorrectly in 1961

4111 and did not attempt in 1982; three did not attempt in 1981 but were correct in

1982; and three did not attempt either time. The most common incorrect responses

were "3117, "3107", "318", "307", where incorrect carrying was involved. The

incorrect response "415" was evidently a result of some combination of adding and

subtracting. Other incorrect responses such as "21", "68", "114" and "9201" are

difZicult to interpret.
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Table 29

Summary of Individual Responses to Item #12 1981/82 Administrations
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Item "12 was responded to correctly both years by five students in the IMP

group. Eleven students responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1982; one
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responded c,rrect17' in 1): t in.:',2,-rectly in 192; and tht'ee responded incorrectly

both years. The most common incorrect resnonses were "366", 11306, and "236",

wbere stuents were evidently not borrowing or borrowing incorrectly. The other
6.

most common inccrrect responses were "69)" and "S90" where students were evidently

performing the wrong operz.tion. In the IN? group, only one student responoed

correctly in both administrations; seven responded incorrectly in both administra-

tions. Seven responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in 1962; one responded

incorrectly in 1981 and did not attemnt in 1962; one did not attempt in 1961 and

responded incorrectly in 1982; and three did not respond either time. The common

incorrect responses were "36-", "306" where students failed to borrow, or did'so

incorrectly. Incorrect responses "590", "5,,6", "580' or "360" evidently involved

total or'parit21 applications of the incorrect operation of addition. No student

in the LNP group had this task correct in both administrations; three responded

in6orrect1y in both administrations; three did not ittempt in either administration.

Two responded incorrectly in 1981 but correctly in.1982; one responded incorrectly

in 1981 and did not attempt in 1982; one did not attempt in 1981 but was correct in

1982; and ten did not attempt in 1981 and responded incorrectly in 1982. Again,

the most common incorrect response was "366". The incorrect response "247" evidently

involved a carrying idea from tens to ones rather than borrowing., Incorrect

responses such as "581" and "6n10" involved the use of addition rather than sub-

traction. Incorrect responses such as "80", "243" and "M" were difficult to

interpret.

Following is a set of composite matrices showing percentage of students in

each cell based on all twelve items in the interview. A number of observations

can he noted. '7e1l A, the percentage of students in each group respondin,7, correctly

both years, corresponds to the groups' number performance on entry to first grade.



Eighty percent of the students in the IN? group responded correctly to the twelve

items both years, a very high performance rate. Only thirty-eight percent of the

students in the LNP group responded correctly to the twelve items toth years.

Although a relatively low performance rate, it still is noteworthy that a signifi-

cant percentage of this group with low number ability on entry to first grade did

respond correctly to the items during the two administrations. 'he performance

of the IN? group remained between the IMF and LNP groups on\the tasks.

Table 30

:omposite of Individual Responses on Twelve Computation Tasks, 1961/82
Administrations
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As would be expected, performance of the groups on the other two cells of the

diagonal, E an.: I, were inversely related to performance on entry to first grade ...

E reflected the percentage ,,etting items incorrect across both administrations and

I the percentage not attempting the tasks across both administrations.

Cells D and G reflected improvement across the two administrations. D indicated

those incorrect in 1961 but correct in 1982, and G those not attempting in 1981 but

correct in 1982. It is quite noteworthy that in the HNF group, only twenty percent

(130% - 80%) improvement was porsible and fifteen percent improvement occurred.
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:)ri the other hand, in the LNP group sixty two percent (100% - 38'",) improvement was

possible and only twenty eight percent improvement occurred on the items. In the

IN? group, forty percent (100% - 60%) improvement was possible, and twenty three

percent improvement occurred. The Improvement rate with the EN? group was quite

high compared to the other two groups. The improvement rate with the LNP group

was the lowest of the three groups.

The B and C cells reflected what could be inter-,reted as inconsistent, or

random error performance, on the tasks across the two administrations. The B cell

reflects the percentage re:,ponding correctly in 1981 but incorrectly in 1982; the

D cell reflects the percentage of students responding,correctly in 1981 but not

attempting to respond in 1982. Relatively few ENP students, 3%, reflected this

inconsistent or random error performance, while both the INP and LNP groups

reflected a seven percent rate of performance in these cells.

The H and F cells reflect the percentage of students who did not respond in

1981 and then responded incorrectly to the item in 1982, and the percentage ,of

students who responded incorrectly in 1981 and then did not respond to the item

in 1982. The LNP group had quite high rates of students represented in these cells

compared to the INP group. The HNP group had no students in these cells.

The error andlysis carried out on the twelve computation task,s provided some

further insight into differences among the three groups of students. Many of the

errors made by students were comprehensible to the person examining the responses.

Some of the most common errors included: responding with a number adjacent (+ 1)

to the correct response, performing the incorrect operation (adding when they were

suPposed to subtract, or vice versa) either totally or partially in a problem.

Other errors were comprehensible, but unique t0 the particular task. For example,

when three addends were to be processed, it was obvious that some st,Adents only
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processed two of them and recorded that sum. Other unique,'but comprehensible

responses were indicated.

In general, the errors made by the HNP 4roupwere comprehensible and inter-

pretable by the observer. Their errors were understandable. On the other hand,

the LNP group tended to generate more responses to tasks that were incomprehensible

on face. On analyzing a numter of their responses, it was difficult to interpret

how the student arrived at that particular response. The responses of the TN?

group tended to include somewhat more responses difficult to interpret than the

HNP group, but fewer than the LNP group.
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Qualitative Analysis --Unprovoked Responses

During both the 1981 and 1982 administrations of the twelve comnutation

tasks, the examiners observed the overt behavior of the students while they were

responding to the twelve computation tasks. Three broad categories of responses,

were observed.

1. No overt manifestations of processing were observed other than those
needed to record answers with the pencil.

2. All responses made to the tasks included overt manifestations of
processing. -hese various manifestations included counting on
fingers, USE )f the concrete materials (Recall that ten-rods and
unit-cubes were available for student use.), helping marks drawn on
paper with accompanying counting, counting while tapping pencil on
the paper, or parts of the body.

3. A combination of these two general categories of responses was exhibited.

Table 31 presents the frequency of observations of the three manifestations

of processing while addressing the twelve computation tasks.

Table 31

Frequency of Observed Processina Manifestations of Twelve

Computation Tasks

No Overt
Manifestations

During Processing

Combination of
Overt/No Overt
Manifestations
During Processing

Exclusive Use
Of Overt

Manifestations
During Processing

;IN? 1981 60% 35% 57

Group 1982 65% 20% 15%

IN? 1981 35% 35% 30%

Group 1982 207, 45% 35%

LN? 1981 40% 55%

Group 1982 10% 35% 55%

u
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There were quite marked differences among the three groups in manifestations

of proceSsing observed. Students in the HIM group typically appeared to use their

knowledge of the addition and subtraction combinati,,ns in responding to the twelve

computation tasks. There appeared to be no dramatic sbifts in processing pro-

cedures between the 1981 and 1982 observations. On the other hand, very few

students in the LZIP group appeared to respond with no overt manifestations during

processing. Most students in this group were observed using overt manifestations

of processing while responding to all, or part, of the twelve computation tasks.

There appeared to be little difference in processing procedure between the 1)81

and 1982 administrations. The observed processing performance of the IN? group

was quite evenly distributed among the three categories. Again, there appeared

to be little difference in performance between the 1981 and 1982 administrations

of the tasks.
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ualitative AnalysisProvoked Responses

;Then students being interviewed completed the twelve computation tasks, or

as many as they could complete, they were presented with a set of unit-cubes and

ten-rods that had been available while they were responding the the twelve compu-

tation tasks. Each student was allowed to manipulate the materials for a short

time and if there was an indication s(he) was unaware of the relationship between

the units and tens pieces, the examiner discussed the material and pointed out the

relationship between the pieces. The students were then asked to show how they

used, or would use, the mqterial to solve two of the computation tasks: 15 - 8,

and 23 . The strategies observed being employed by the students from all three

411

+14

groups (60 observations) during the two administrations (1981 and 1982) are listed

below.

Strategies observed in the 15 - 8 task:

Strategy 1:

Strategy 2:

The student made a set of 15 unit cubes, removed 8, indicated
the remaining 7 was the answer.

The student made a linear display of 15 unit cukes and used
them to count back from fifteen, stopped after 8 cubes had
been touched; the seven untouched cubes in the display were
indicated as the answer.

Strategy 3: The students made two parallel rows of unit-cubes, one with
fifteen and one with eight. A comparison was made between
rows, with the "leftover" in the row of fifteen cubes indicated
as the answer.

Strategy The student made a set of 8 and a set of 7 in cor-posing 15.
The set of 8 was removed, and the remaining set of seven was
indicated as the answer.

Strategy 5: The student initially made a set ok 15 composed of a ten-
rod and five unit-cubes. After several attempts at a solution,
the set was replaced by a set composed of 15 unit-cubes, and
then Strategy 1 was employed.
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Strategy 6: The student made a set of 15 unit-cubes and a set of 8
unit-cubes. The sets were joined and the total set
indicated as the answer. (Incorrect solution)

Strategy 7: The student made a set of 15 with one ten-rod and five
unit-cubes. S(he) then systemmatically replaced the
ten-rod with ten unit-cubes. Strategy 1 was then employed.

Strategy 8: The student made a set of 15 with one ten-rod and five
unit-cubes. S(he) then systemmatically replaced the ten-
rod with ten unit-cubes. Two unit cubes were then taken
from the set of ten and placed with the set of five, the
resulting seven was indicated as the answer.

Strategy 9: The student made two parallel linear dispilays; one was
composed of a ten-rod and five unit-cubes, the second of
eight unit-cubes. The student said eight could not be
taken from the 5, so s(he) then replaced the ten-rod with
ten unit-cubes. Eight unit-cubes were then removed and
the remaining set of seven indicated as the answer.

Strategy 10: The student made a set of fifteen composed of a ten-rod
and five unit-cubes. The five unit-cubes were removed
from the set. One of.these was used to determine the
distance along the ten-rod which three units would
extend. The student then used the width of his/her
finger in an iterative counting process to determine
how many unit-cubes would be needed co cover the remain-
ing distance on the ten-rod. This count of seven was
indicated as the answer.

Strategy 11: The student made a set of fifteen composed of a ten-rod
and five unit-cubes. .S(he) then arranged eight unit cubes
along the side of the ten-rod and said eight and two was
ten, and the two (complement of eight) plus five unit-cubes
was seven--the answer.

Strategy 12: The student made a set of fifteen composed of a ten-rod
and five unit-cubes. S(he) then removed the five unit-
cubes and counted to three while touching a section of the
ten-rod. The student then indicated the remaining part of
the ten-rod was seven--the answer.

Strategy 13: The student made two parallel linear displays, first a set of
fifteen composed of one ten-rod and five unit-cubes, then
below it a set composed of eight unit-cubes. The set of
eight unit-cubes was removed and the remaining set indicated
as the answer. (Incorrect solution)

.13
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Strategy 14: The student made a set composed of one ten-rod and five
unit-cubes. The ten-rod was removed and replaced by five
unit-cuLes, resulting in a display of 10 unit-cubes.
Eight unit-cubes were then removed from the set. (Incorrect
solution)

Strategy 15: The student made three parallel linear.displays, the first
of fifteen unit-cubes, the second eight unit-cubes, and the
third seven unit-cubes. S(he) then pointed out that fif-
teen take away eight was seven.

Strategy 16: The student made a set of fifteen unit-cubes. S(he) took
eight away from the set, and then took five from the
remainder, leaving three, which was indicated as the
answer. (Incorrect solution)

Strategy 17: The student made a linear display of fifteen composed of
one ten-rod and five unit-cubes. S(he) tehn made another
linear display of eight unit-cubes, then simply said the -

answer was seven, but could not show how it was arrived at.

Strategy 18: The student made a set of fifteen, composed of one ten-rod
and five unit-cubes. Three more unit-cubes were then Placed
with the five already there. The answer was indicated as
ten. (Incorrect solution)

Strategy 19: The student made a set ot fifteen unit-cubes, and then a set
of five unit-cubes. The answer was indicated as twenty.
(Incorrect solution)

Table 32

Percent of Students in Each Group Using. Particular Strategies
During 1981 and 1982 Test Administrations of 15 - 8

1 2 '3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

RN? 19o1 85% 0% 53/ 5% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 004 0% 0% o% o% 0% 0°1- 07
Group 1982 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%45% 54 5% 5% 5% 5". 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 00 0%

INP 1961 90% 5% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 07 1% 0% a% o% o% o% o% o% o% o%
Group 1982 70% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% o% o% 5% o% 5% 5% 5% 5% 0%

LNP 1981 90% 5% 0% 0% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 004 o% o% o% 0% cr.. CI- 0'4

Group 1982 80% o% es 5% o% 574 o% 0% 0% 00/, o% o% 0% 0% o% 0°4 5% 5""

The most dramatic shift between the 1981 and 1982 administrations occurred

with the PM° group. Most of the students used Strategy #1 during the 1981
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administration. This involved interpreting "15" as fifteen unit-cubes and then

removing eight unit-cubes from tha set. A year later the majority of students

in the HNP group had shifted to stra gy 17 This invol'Ved interpreting "15" as

one ten-rod and five unit-cubes. Strat aies 8, 9, 13, 11 and 12 used by students

in the HNP group also involved interpreti g "15" as one ten-rod and five units.

Evidently the numeral driven interpretation'of "15" as one ten and five units

and the decomposition of the ten-rod to ten-u its in the demonstration of the

subtraction process was quite well developed am

the second administration.

.7 the RN? group at the time of

On the other hand, both the INP group and the LNP group tended to use

Strategy #1 both years. There was little evidence in their demonstrations that

they were interpreting the "15" as composed of cne ten and five units.

It is of interest to point out that 85%, 70% and 65% of the HNP, INP and

LNP groups respectively responded to this item (#4) correctly in 1981; 95%, 80%;

and 85% of the FNP, INP and LNP groups respectively responded correctly in 1982.

On face it would appear that there was much similarity in the ability to respond

correctly to this task among students in the three groups. However, when provoked

to demonstrate their processing with tens and ones materials, there appeared to be

quite a dramatic difference between the HNP group and the other two groups. The

HNP group appeared to have a high frequency of students interpreting fifteen as

composed of ten as one unit 'and five discrete units by the time of the 1982

administration. Few students in either of the other two groups appeared to be

interpreting fifteen in that way; they tended to demonstrate fifteen as that many

discrete objects.

Strategies observed in the 23 task:
+14

Strategy 1: The student made two sets. The first was composed of two

ten-rods and three unit-cubes; the second was composed of a
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Strategy 2:

Strategy 3:

ten-rod and four unit-cubes. The sets were placed either
side-by-side vertically or one beneath the other horizon-
tally. The student then put together the ten-rods, then
the unit-cubes, in demonstrating the answer 37.

The student made sets as described in Strategy 11, but put
together the unit-cubes first and then the ten-rods.

The student made a set of three unit-cubes and a set of
four unit-cubes, and then put them together. S(he) then
made a set of one ten-rod and a set of 2 ten-rods, and
then put them together.

Strategy 4: The student made two sets. the first was composed of two
ten-rods and three unit-cubes; the second was composed of
fourteen unit-cubes. The sum was determined by counting
the elements in the two sets by the two tens and seventeen
ones, e.g., ten, twenty, twenty-one ... thirty-seven.

Strategy 5: The student made two sets. The first 'was composed of
twenty three unit-cubes; the second was composed of one
ten-rod and four Unit-cubes. The counting procedure
using the ten-rod and then unit counting as in Strategy
14 was then carried out.

Strategy 6: The student made a set composed of twenty three unit-cubes,
and another composed of fourteen unit cubes. The sum was
then determined by counting the cubes by one in the combined
set. (In some cases ten-rods were used as unit-cubes in
composing the sets. Apparently the rods were perceived as
a single element in the set to be counted the same as the
unit-cubes.)

Strategy 7: The student made a set composed of twenty three unit-cubes.
S(he) then removed fourteen of the unit cubes. (Incorrect

solution)

Strategy 8: (The student used either the ten-rods or the unit-cubes
interchangeably in this strategy. ' Both were evidently
perceived as objects to be counted as single units; difference
in di'ensions appeared to be ignored.) The student formed i

set o one, then a set of two, then joined them and counted
them - one, two, three. A set of three, then a set of four,
was then joined and counted -- one, two, ... seven. It

It apDeared that the student was perceiving two separate
addition combinations: 2 + 1 and 3 4,

Strategy 9: The student Would say "three", and then count on "four",
"five", "dix", "seven" while touching four unit-cubes. S(he)

would then say "one" and then count on "two", "three" while
touching two unit-cubes. Again, it appeared that the student
was perceiving two separate addition Combinations: 2 I

and 3 + 4.
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Strategy 10: The student made two sets. The first was composed of one
ten-rod and thirteen unit-cubes; the secOnd was composed
of one ten-rod and four unit-cubes. The ten-rods and the
unit-cubes were joined separately. Then ten unit-cubes
were put with the set of two ten-rods to demonstrate the
answer -- three tens and seven ones, 37.

Table 33 indicates the use of these strategies by students in the three croups

in the 1981 and 1982 administrations. It can be noted that there were some marked

differences among students In the three groups in the strategies used to demon-

strate their processing.

Table 33

Percent of Students in Each Group Using. Particular Strategies During
23

1981 and 1982 Administrations of 414

No
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Response

RNP 1981 307. '25% 107. 10% 0% 09 15% 0% 0% 0% 10%

Group 1982 55% 10% 07-. 20% 10% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0%

INP 1981 5% - 15% 07. 25% 0% 5% 15% 07, 15% 5% 20%

Group 1982 30% 04 5% 25% 10% 078 157. 0% 10% 0% 5%

LNP 1981 5% 5% 0% 25% 0% 0% 5% 10% 25% 5% 20%

Group 1982 07 0% 10% 25% 15% 5% 20% 0% 10% 0% 15%

There appeared to be a quite high frequency in use of strategies Al and #2

ty students in the IINP group. Few students in the LNP group used those strategies.

The frequency in use of the strategies by the INP group fell between these extremes.

It would appear that the use of strategies 41 and 42 correspunded with students'

number abilities on entry to first grade. The strategies could be characterized

as quite mature use of tens and ones materials in,demonstrating the addition task.

5 1.
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Strategy #4 was another quite high frequency strategy. It was used consist-

ently bY twenty five percent of the INP and LNP groups across both administrations.

It was also used by the '-711? group, but with somewhat less frequency. The strategy

could be characterized as being somewhat less mature in the use of tens and ones

materials, since the use of the ten-rods as a unit composing a number was only

applied in pne of the addends. The other addend was demonstrated as discrete

units.

Strategy 47 demonstrated the task, incorrectly, as a subtraction situation.

TherP was a decrease in use of this strategy between 1931 and 1982 by the ENP group,

an increase by the LNP group, and a constant use by the IN? group. In addition to

demonstrating an incorrect operation, it did also not involve the use of any ten-
.

rods )n the composition of the numbers.

Strategy #9 was used by some students in both t'Ae INP and LNP groups. No

students in the PINP group used it. It involved no use of tens matevials and it

appeared as if the students were demonstrating two distinct additions: 2 and 3 .

+1 4

It is again interesting to note that all three groups were responding correct-

ly to this task on the paper/pencil presentation at quite a high rate of frequency.

Ninety five percent, 85%, and 804 respectively of the HNP, INP, and LNP groups

responded correctly to this item on the 1982 administration. On face it might

appear that students in all three groups have a similar performance level on this

task. However, when asked to demonstrate their solution with tens and ones

materials, there are marked differences in their performance. ThP :reat majority

of the HNP group use the ten-rods in compesding numbers in demonstrations. Fewer

students in the INP group use ten-rods in their demonstrations, and relatively few

students in the LNP group use tens-rods in number compositions to usP in the

demonstrations.
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School Arithmetic Development: 'lord Problems

The students in each group of the study were admintstered four word problems

during their individual interviews in 1981 and 1982. 7iach student was given a

sheet of paper with the four problems printed on it. The examiner read each

question to r.he student who was given time to respond before the next problem

was read. All the Problem types were classified as part-part-whole (Carpenter

and Moser, 1979). Two were addition problems; two were subtraction problems.

One of the addition and one of the subtraction problems contained extraneous

information. The four word problems are shown in Fi3ure 4.

Liantitative Analysis: The mean and standard deviation of performance scores for

the HNP, INP and LNP groups for both the 1981 and 1982 administrations are shown

in Table It is quite apparent that the HNP group had little difficulty .ith

these tasks in eicher the 1981 or 1982 administrations. Their performance was

significantly better on the tasks than either the INP or the LNP groups. The

performance of these groups on the four word problems was very in 1961.

In 1982 .the IN? grout) showed some improvement, while the LNP group performance

was not as good as it had been in 1981.

Table 34

Statistical Data on Word Problem Performance of the Three Groups

1 Spring 1981 Spring 1982

7 Sd

HNP Croup 3.5 0.72 3.65 0.49

INP Group 1.9 1.37 .2.20( 1.11

LMP Group 1.8 ,. 1.44 1.35 1.31
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Sue has 9 balloons. 6 are red and the rest are blue.
How many of the balloons are blue?

Dan has some gumdrops. 8 are mint and 4 are lemon.
*How many gumdrops does he have?

c
A !together there were 16 runners who started a race.
7 of them finished the race. It took then 8 minutes.
How many runners did not finish the ra.-, ?

Altogether there were 8 players with blue shirts and 9 with
white shirts on the football field. They had 6 footballs.
How many players were on the field?

Figure 4. Word Probleds Used in 1981/82 Administrations

51)



Talge 36 shows the performance of students in the three groups on each of

the four word problems. Overall the two subtructicn word problems were more diffi-

cult than the two addition problems. Within the set of two addition or subtraction

problems the one with extraneous information was more difficult than the one

without. The most difficult problem was the subtraction with extraneous informa-

tion; the easiest v'as the addition problem without extraneous information. These

observations were generally true across all groups.

Table 35

Percent of Students Respoadin Correctl to Word Problems

Administration
1

Subtract

2

Add

3

Subtract
Ext.

4

Add

Ext.

HNP 1981 80% 95% 65% 85%

Group 1982 100% 100% 75% 90%

IN? 1981 45% 60% 40% 45%

Group 1982 55% 70% 35% 55%

LNP 1981 45% 607, 30% 45%

Croup 1982 207. 55% .10% 50%

The RN? group showed improvement in performance on eaq of the four problems,

even thougt. their initial performance was hirsh and the ceili

53

on the test restricted

any dramatic gains. .As with their performance on the t,..relve computation tasks,

they had a hiohly restricted improvement range between the 1981 arid, 1982 adminis-

trations, but did show improvement within that restricted range.

The IN? group showed improvement on three of the four problems between the

1)81 anA 1982 administrations. There was a very sliht regression in performance
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6

on the subtra-:tion problem with e,traneous information.

The LYP group showed only slight improvement on one task, the addition with

extraneous information. Their performance on the two subtraction problems showpd

quite a marked deterioration between the 1981 and 1982 administrations. Although

the LNP group's performance on the word problem tasks were very similar to the

INP group's performance at the time of the 1981 administration, there was quite

marked differences in 1982 between the groups as a result of the apparent progress

of the INP group and apparent regressive performance of the LNP group,

The ogives shown in Figure 5. provide further evidence of the similarities

and differences of the three groups on the four word problems. It can be noted

that at the time of the 19o1 administration, only students at or above the median

in performance in both the INP and LNP groups were within the range of scores of

the HNP group. Those below the median were below the entire range of scores of

the HNP group. This generally remained true for both the LNP and INP groups at

the time of the 1982 administration.
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Analyses of 'Iord Problems:

Afterthe student's initial response to each word problem, the student was

asked why s(h) responded as s(he) did. Following is a list of strategies used

in getting solutions to the four word problems. Strate,ies leading to correct

responses:

1. Used an appropriate addition combination at the symbolic level.

2. Used an appropriate addition combination in conjunction with consTete
materials.

3. Used an anorooriate subtraction combination at the symbolic level.

4. Used an approRriate subtraction combination in conjunction tiith
concrete materials.

5. Used a counting procedure to find the solution.

6. Used a partitioning procedure in separating a set into subsets.

7. Counted on from one addend.

8. Counted back from a given number.

Strategies leading to incorrect responses:

9. Used an addition combination at the symbolic level, but selected
incorrect numbers or added incorrectly.

f10. Used j a subtraction combination at the symbolic level tut selected
incorrect numbers or subtracted incoreectly.

11. Appeared to simply scan the problem statement and responded, with a
number given in the problem.

12. Counted or used the concrete materials, 1-ut arrived at incorrect
solution.

13. Could give no response.

14. Other.

Table 35 shows the strategies used by students in responding to word problem
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Table .35

Percent'of Students Tising Strategies in Responding to First Word Problem

ORRFC STRATt' (3IES INCORRECT STRA"(TIES

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

HNP 1981 3 10% 65% 0 0 0 0 0 107, 0 10% 0 5% 0

Group 1982 35% 0 60% 0 0 0 0 0 57. 0 0 0 0

INT 1481 20% 0 -15% 0 0 10% 5% 0 54 0 20% 0 15% 10%

,%-oup 1982 25% 0 35% 0 0 0 0 0 20% 20% 0 0 0

LNP 1981 0 0 35% 0 0 0 0 5% 15% 0 40% 0 5% 0

Group 1982 5% 0 15% 0 0 0 0 0 407 0 307. 10% 0 0

The HNP group typically used the appropriate subtraction combination, 9 - 6=

at the symbolic level as a strategy in responding to the problem situation. There

was an increase in the tendency to use the appropriate addition combination 6 4- 3=9

at the time of the 1982 gdministration.

Those students in the I1V group responding correctly to the problem used

either the appropriate addition or subtraction combination at the symbolic level

at the time of the 1982 administration. A few students, at the time of the 1981

410
administration made two appropriate sets with the mantpulative materials tq find

the solution, and one student used a counting-on procedure. These less mature

strate,lies were not evident by the time of the 1982 administration. Those students

Who 4ot the problem incorrect generally tended to use an addition procedure but

added incorrectly, or just responded with a number imbedded in Elie word problem,

indicating that they were not really cognitively involved in the problem (Strategy

411).

Those students in the UP group who responded correctly tended ,ot use eit"ler
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the apropriate addition or subtraction combinations at tte symbolic level. There

seemed to te rather a strong tendency for students tv use the addition procedure at

the time of the second adnin stration, and then add incorrectly. There was quite

a high frequency of students in ttis group who used strategy all, which simnly

involved responding with vne of the numbers they perceived imbedded in the problem

narrative.

Table 36 -

Percent of Students Using Strategies in Responding to Third Word Problem

C O-RRECT STRATEI FS INCOPRECT STRAT7(TIRS
1 2 3 k 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

HNP 1981 0 0 607. 5% 0 0 0 0 10% 25% 0 0 0 0

Group 1982 15% 0 607. 0 0 0 0 0 0 25% 0 0 0 0

INP 1981 10% 0 30% 5% 0 0 0 0 10% 15% 15% 6 10% 57.

Group 1982 57 0 407. 0 0 0 0 0 15% 15% 15% 107. 0 0

LNP 1981 0 0 15% 20% 0 0 0 0 15% 15% 30% 0 0 57.

Group 1982 0 0 15% 57. 0 0 0 0 25% 20% 35% 0 0 0

Table 36 shows the strategies used by students in responding to word problem

a3. Again, the RN? group typically used the appropriate subtraction combination,

16 - 7= 9, at the symbolic level in responding to the problem. There was also a

slight tendency for some students to be using the appropriate addition comtination,

7 9 = 16, by the time of the second administration. Those responding incorrectly

tended to use the subtraction combination, but processed it incorrectly or chose

the incorrect numbers.

Those in the INP group who responded forrectly tended to use either the
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appropriate addition or subtraction combination. Those responding incorrectly

generally distributed their 6trategies across all the different incorrect pro-

cedures observed.

Most of the students in the LNP group responded incorrectly. Many of them

simply responded A.th a number they perceived in the protlem narrative. Many

others used a subtraction operation but either processed it incorrectly or chose

the incorrect numters. Those few in this group who responded correctly tended to

use the appropriate subtration combination at the symbolic level or with concrete

materials as an aid in finding the solution.

Table 37 shows the strategies used by students in responding to word problem

42. Essentially all students in the ENP group responded correctly on both adminis-

trations and used the appropriate addition combination at the symbolic level, 8 +

4 = 12. About three-fourthe of the INP group responded correctly in both adminis-

trations and used the addition combination at the symbolic level, but there were a

few in this group who used a counting-on Procedure at the time of the first admin-

istration. Thole responding incorrectly either chose the incorrect addition

operation, processed the subtraction incorrectly, or just chose one of the numbers

in the narrative and gave it as the answer. Those in the LNP group responding

correctly used the appropriate addition combination, either at the sumbolic level

or with the aid of concrete materials by the 1982 administration. There were

some at the time of the 1981 administration who used a counting procedure to gett

the correct answer. Of those responding incorrectly, many, again, responded

simply with a number from the problem. Other incorrect responses were distributed

across various incorrect strategies.

Table 38 shows the strategies used by students in responding to word orcblem

44. Most of the PNP group responded correctly and used the appropriate addition

combination, 8 + 9 = 17, at the symbolic level. Those few responding incorrectly

either chose the incorrect operation, or incorrect numbers to use in the addition.
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Table 37

Percent of Students Using StrategJes in Respondinl to Second Word Problem

C ORRECT S\TRATE(;II: S IWORRECT srumlIEs
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

HNP 1981 95% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5% 0 0 0 0

Group 1982 100% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

INP 1981 50% 0 0 0 0 0 15% 0 10% 1573 10% 0 0 0

'2,roup 1982 75% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5% 15% T% 0 0 0

LNP 1961 25% 25% 5% 0 15% 0 0 0 0 0 20% 0 0 10%

Group 1982 40% 15% 0 0 0 0 Q 0 5% 10% 15% 10% 0 5%

Table 38

Percent of Students Using Strategies in Responding to Fourth Word Problem

411

C ORRECT STRATEGIES INCORRECT STRATEGIES
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 .14

HNP 19S1 80% 5% 0 0 0 0 0 0 10% 5% 0 0 0 0

Group 1982 90% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 107. 0 0 0 0

INP 1981 45% 5% 0 0 0 0 0 0 307. 5% 10% 0 57 0

Group 1982 557, 207. 0 0 0 0 0 0 25% 10% 5% 0 0 0

LNP 1981 25% 20% 0 0 0 0 0 0 15% 5% 20% 0 10% 5%

Group 1982 407, 5% 0 0 0 0 0 0 20% 0 25% 0 10% 0

In the INP group about 75% were responding correctly by the 1982 administration;

they were using the appropriate addition combination, either at the symbolic level

or with the aid of concrete materials. Most of the incorrect responses were the

result of selecting incorrect numbers for the addition. A little less than 50%

of the LNP group responded correctly to this problem. All used the appropriate

6 J



addition combination, either at the symbolic level or with the aid of concrete

materials. Those responding incorrectly tended to use the wrong numbers in the

addition or, again, just chose a number from the problem narrative As the response.

In general, the "NP group was quite markedly superior to the INP and the LNP

groups on the four word problems on both the 1981 and 1982 administrations of the

tasks. They were generally able to choose the correct operation for the problems

and then apply the appropriate number combination and process the task at the

symbolic level. Few students in the HNP group were affected by the extraneous

information in a problem. The tasks were more difficult for the INP group, but

there was growth in the group's performance between the 1981 and 1982 administra-

tions. Those who were' responding correctly were choosing the correct operation

and the correct number combination, thgn processing at the symbolic level. The

LNP group did very poorly on these tasks on both administrations. Their perform-

ance during the 1982 administration was generally worse than at the time of the

1981 administration. Generally, there was more frequency of students who would

choose the incorrect operation, be distracted by the extraneous information in a

problem, or would use a simplistic response such as choosing a number from the

problem narrative for the response. In spite of the fact that only numbers that

fell within the range of the basic addition and subtraction combinations were used

in the problems, the ZNP group was performing very poorly on these tasks after

three years of school.
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4. school Arithmetic Development: Commutative and Identity Properties of Operations

Following the students' completion of th twelve computation tasks and the

four word problems, they were presented with activities that involved them in

responding to questions about commutative and identity properties. To focus atten-

tion on the task, the interviewer used a simple "function machine" made from a

nilk carton. A card with a number combination on one side and the ans9r on the

other side was inserted in a slot at the top of the carton. When inserted, the

combination side was visible to the student;,after passing throu.,,h the carton, the

card would emerge at the bottom with the answer visible. There were two machines,

one for addition and one for subtraction.

Commutative Prooerty: Students were given two illustrations of how the machine

operated. They were then shown a display board with two related combinations as

shown at right. To assure the students were

attending to the difference/similarities of the

two combinations, they were each asked a sequence

of three questions.

1. What is alike about these two combinations:

2. What is different about them?

3. Which "machine" should be used?

The card on the left would then be removed from the display board and the

student asked, 'Nhen I put this card throueh the machine, what will te the answer

that will come out the bottom?" The card would then be sent throuc,h the machine

to check the student response, or to provide the answer if the student was unat,le

to c:ive the answer. Then, without removing the card on the right from the display

board, the interviewer would then ask the student, "What if I put this card

through the machine? 'That would be the answer that would come out the bottom?

62
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ThiS prcedure was used with four disllay boards, one set of simble addition

combinations, one si,t of more difficult addition combinations, one set of simple

subtraction combinations, one set of more difficult subtraction combinations. The

four iisplays are shown below.

[7771 1-79
+84 449

64 37

-37 i-64

Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

Figure 7. Four Display Boards Used in Presentirw Tasks

The criterion for judging students' knowledge of commutativity as it applild

to the operation of addition was their responses to the "What if ..." question

about the combination on the right of the display board of set 1 and 2.

Table 40 presents information about student responses to the two sets of

addition tasks for 1981 and 1982. A correct response was one where the student

indicated that the answer t. the combination on the right of the board would be

the same as the answer provided by the machine to the combination on the left that

had been sent through the machine.

Table 40

Percentage of Correct Responses to Addit4.on Commutativity Ouestions

Correct Response,
Simple Addition

Correct Response,
Difficult Addition

HN? 1981 100% 100%

C;roup 1982 139% 100%

1NP 1981 100% 100%

Group 1982 100% 100%

LNP 1981 95% 85%

Group 1982 100% 100%



Table 41 presents information about student responses to the two sets of

subtraction tasks for 19A. and 1982. A correct response was one where the student

indicated that the answer to the combination on the right of the board would not

be the same as the answer provided 1,y the machine to the combination c:6 the left

that had been sent through the machine.

It appeared that students in all groups had quite a stable concept of commu-

tivity as applied to the operation of addition. Even though many students in the

groups did not know the answer to the difficult addition combination until it was

provided by the machine, yet they indicated the answer to the combination on the

right of the display board would be the same.

Table 41

Percentage of Correct Responses to Subtraction Non-Commutativity Question
..!

Correct Response,
Simple Subtraction

Correct Response,
Difficult Subtraction

OP 1981 507. 40%

Group 1982 357 30%

INP 1981 25% 15%

Group 1982 20% 10%

LNP 1981 0% 07,

Group 1982 15% 15%

The responses to the subtraction questions were quite different. Although

there were more students in the HNP group indlcating thax the answer to the combina-

tion on the ri7ht of the display board would not be the same as the answer provided

's

64
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by the machine to the subtraction on the left, most of the students in all groups

indicated the answer would be the same. Most students in the INP and LNP groups

apparently feel that the order of the numbers in a subtraction situation will not

affect the answer. There appeared to be no increase in correct responses for the

HN? and INP 'group between the two administrations; in fact there was some decrease

in frequency of correct responses 1)) students in these groups.

In response to the "Why" question, after responding to the set of addition

combinations, four categories of responses were observed.

1. Students focused only on the addends being the same, e,g., "Because
it's the same numbers as over here."

2. Students focused on the addends being the same and the order changed,
e.g., "It's the same problem except it's turned around."

3. Students focused on the sum, or result, of the operation, e.g., "Because
they both got 9." or "Because that (Pointed to combination on left side of
display board) was 133."

4. Students could give no reason.

Table 42 indicates the frequency of these rationales given by the three groups

of students when asked "Why" they gave the response to the "What if ...P question

asked about the addition combinations on the right of the display boards.

Table 42

Percentage of Students Using Various Rationales in Addition

Rationales
1

Simple Difficult

2

Simple Difficult
3

Simple Difficult
4.

4

Simple
4-

Diff.

HT? 1981 707. 657. 25% 20% 0% 5% 5% 10%

Group 1982 50% 607 45% 35% 5% 5% 0% 0%

IN? 1951 75% 60% 15% 30% 10% 10% 0% 0%

P;rou? 1382 70% 65% 20% 25% 10% 10% 0% 0%

LNP 1951 45% 70% 20% 10% 20% 0% 15% 20%-

Group 1982 55% 50% 20% 40% 25% 10% 07 0%
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There / little difference among the rous on the rationales

used to efend teIr res uses to the addition tasks. Most indicated they res)onded

the way tv '.,ecause the numhers were the same as those in the companion com-

bination, and only the order was different,.

In response to the "Why" question after responding to the set of subtraction

combinations, five categories of responses were observed.

1. Students focused on the subtrahend being greater than inuend, e.g.,
"Pecause 3 tenet take away 9." or "Nine is bigger than 3, so you won't

get an answer."

2. Students focused on the numbers in the problem hein,z the same, e.g.,

"Pecause they are the same numbers."

3. Students focused on the numbers in the problem being the same and the

order being different, e.g., "They're the same numbers, just turned around."

4. Students focused on the answer, or the result of the operation, e.g.,
"Pecause I saw that one (po1ntin7, to the combination on the left of the

display board) was 27."

5. Students could give no reason.

Table 43 indicates the frequency of these rationales given by the three groups

of students when asked "Why" they gave the respcinse to the "What if ..." question

asked about the subtraction combinations on the right of the display boards.

'Table 43

Percentage of Students Using Various Rationales in Subtraction

1

Simple Diff.

2

Simple Diff.

3

Simple Di f.

4

Simple Diff.

. 5

Simlle Diff.

FNP 1961

1101.

30% 30% 35% 30% 207 25% 0% ID% 15%

(7roup 1)o2 2", 25% 35% 60.' 30%, 15% 10% 0% 0%

T`1110 19,61 20F/, 15% 50% 55% 20% 10% 5% 5% 5% 15%

(;roup 1)62 l'% 10% 50% 60% 15% 15% 15% 10% 5'% 5%

1.N? 1961 r, 50% 45% 20% 20% 0% O. 30% 35%

.3roup 19'62 IX, 5% 60 % 50'; 15'1. 25 % IP 10% 5% 107,
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irst,rationale wa.-; the only one associated with a correct response, and

it can be u4ted thlt tLere were a s'ew more HIT? f,roup students respondin; in that

catelory than INT -roup students. Few LN? !,roup students resnond.-A with th'It

rationale, ev,ma at the second administration. Most s-udents in all ,zroups rave a

rationale (4.: or 43) that indicated that since the numbers were the same and onl,V

the order was different, the answer to the combination would be the slae. It would

appear that the t-pical student believes the order in which two numoers are sub-

tracted will not at ct the answer.

Identity ftonerty: Four sets of tasks were presented to each student on disnlay

boards s shown below:

8 39 284
+o +0 + 0

) 1 0

+8 +39 +284
8 39 284

-0 -0 - 0

0 0 0

-39 -284

Set I Set 2 Set 3 Set 4

Figure 8. Display Boards Used in Identity Property Tasks

For each set of combinations the one on the left would be removed from tbc

display board and the question asked, "What would be the answer when I (add/subtract)

these two numbers?" The card was then sent through the machine to check the

accuracy of the response, or provide the answer if the student was unable to

respond. Then the examiner asked, "What would be the answer if I (added/subtracted)

these numbers:" (bile pointing to the othe/ n two combinations on the ,iisplay board.)
4

In the case of the 0 card, no answer was c)laced on the reverse side of the card,

-8

so it would come out the bottom of the machine with a blank side displayed. The

examiner %.ould ask each student why s(he) thowht the machine gave no response to

that combination.

Table 44 indicates the frequency of correct resnonses to the four sets of

tasks. The first three sets of tasks were ,!uite easy for all 7oups. It appeared

that the zero 2eneralization for add'tion was auite stable for all the students,

"10
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However, as %!irb. the revious set of tasks that focused on the commutative idea,

the students a;ain appear.?d to believe that the .'rder of numlers to e subtracted

will not affect the answer, and were therefore incorrect in respondin.,, to the set

task1;. About one t'alf of the E.Nr group responded correctly by indicating they

cld not ,;,ive an answer to the task. OnLy a few LNP group students responded

correctly.

Table 44

?ercentaw of Students Responding Correctly to Four Sets of Tasks

Set 71 Set #2 Set i;3 Set 04

HNP 1981 109% 95% 100% 50%

Group

INP

1982

1981

101%

95%

100%

95%

1007,

90%

45%

30%

Group 1982 100% 85% 857. 35%

LNP 1981 95% 907. 85% 15%

Group 1982 100% 100% 8% 15%

411
In general, it appeared that all students could apply the commutative idea

and the identity property of zero as they apply to addition. However, there is a

strong tendency to overgeneralize the commutative idea to the operation of sub-

traction. This tendency appeared to be present in all three groups of students,

but somewhat more prevalent with the LNP group students than with the ENT students.
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Arithmetic Program Descriptions

At the end of each school year d=ing the study, teachers were asked to

respond to a series of questions about aspects of the mathematics orkv,ram experienced

by the students in the study. As indicated in the introductory section, it was

only in the first grade that a teacher would have all three students from a given

trio in the same classroom. Following that first-grade experience, students could

not be controlled as to classroom setting. This section presents descriptions of

the mathematics pro7rams exnerienced by students in the MP, INP, and LNP groups

druing their first-grade experience and during the ensuing two years of the study.

Teaci-ers' perceptions of the maturity levels of the students will also he presented.

The first important consideration in programming is the fact that a significant

number of students in the ill? group were retained in the first grade. Twelve of

the twenty students in the tgroup repeated first ;rade; one was placed in a special

class. At the completion of the study, there were only seven students in this

,,Ngroup who had completed the third grade. The remainder had completed the second

grade, indicating that they had only been held back one year. Four students in the

INP group repeated first grade; no students in the HNP group were retained. It

would appear that poor performance on the number skills tasks on entry to first

grade is quite a valid predi-tor of students at risk as to normal school progress.
5

In the following sections, other descriotions of the arithmetic program are

presented.

Classroom Time Spent on Arithmetic Instruction

Teachers were asked to indicate the approximate amount of time spent on arithmetic

activities daily within the classroom. They could choose from four time intervals:

) - 15 minutes, 15 - 30 minutes, O - 45 minutes, and 45 - 6) minutes. Table

presents the responses to this question for the three years for the three groups.
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Mlnutes

Table 45

ay of Arithmetic Instruction

- 15 15 - 30 30 - 45 45 - 60

T:P Group r 10% 69% 217,

IN? Group 3% 17% 57% 26%

LNP Group ,r, 17% 57% 25%

It would appear that the amount of time spent in class on arithmetic instruc-

tion did not differ greatly among the three Iroups of students. The typical teacher

spent aclout 33 -45 minutes of classroom instruction time on arithmetic.

Arithmetic Programs Used hz Students

Teachers were asked to indicate the name of the rrogram used in the arithmetic .

experience. Those programs used by students in the LNP group during th, 'r three

year experience were: Harbrace, Silver Burdett, Scott Foresman, Random House,

Houghton Mifflin, STAM, DIqP, and DISTAR. Programs used by students in the IN?

group during their three year experience were: Silver Burdett, Scott Foresman,

Random House, Houghton Mifflin, Holt, DMP, and DISTAR. Programs used by students

in the HNP group during their three year experience were: Silver Burdett, Scott

Foresman, Random House, DMP and DISTAR.

Table 46 indicates the percentage of students in the three groups who: (a)

experienced the same program during all three years covered by the study, (b) experi-

enced the same program two of the three years, (c) experienced different programs

all thiee years of the study.

Table 46
Percentae of Students Experiencing Same/Different Programs

Three Years in
Same Program

Two of Three Years
in Same Program

All Different
Programs

HNP Group 15% 75% 10%

INP Group 17% 55% 28%

L'IP Group 10" 60% 25%
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Teachers were also asked to indicate the-frequency'which they used the pro-

gram materials, and if they comoleted the textbook or the designated ,,,rade level

materials during the'year. Table 47 indicates those responses.

Table 47

Program Use Across Three Years for Three Groups

Frequency of Use ted
Daily 3/4 Lleekly 1/2 T4eekly Yes No

14NT Group 70% 25% 5%, 65% , 35%

INT Group 70% 25% 5% 554 45%

LN? Group 757 15% 10% 55% 45

Students in the three groups experienced auite a va-iety of programs during

the three years of the study. Very few students were.in the same program for all

three years. Typically, the students experienced two of the three years in the

same program. There appeared to be a tendency for more students in the INP and

LNP groups to experience different programs each year than students in the HNP

group. All groups of students typically used the program materials daily, with

abou,t all using them at least three or four days a week. The majority of students

in all three groups completed the materials at particular grade levels, with a

slight tendency for more HNP group students completing the materials during the

year than students in the IV? and LNP groups.

Supplementary Assistance for Students

Teachers were asked to indicate whether students received supplementary arithmetic

exPeriences outside of classroom instruction. Typically, this would involve a

Title I mathematics corrective teacher or resource teacher to work with students

in the LNP and INP groups, and resource teachers that would provide enrichment

exneriences for students in the PNP group. Tlble 48 indicates the frequency of
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sunplementarv assistance provided duriwg the three years of the study.

Table 48

Percentage of Students Receiving Sup7lementary Arithmetic Instruction

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82

9.NP Group 307; 30% 257.

1NP Group 30% 45% 60%

LNP 'roup 80% 15% 45%

There was a marked difference between the LNP group and the other two groups

in supplementary instruction received during the first grade experience. Most of

the LgP students were receiving supplementary assistance, while this was not true

for the RN? and INP groups. During the second year of the study, few LNP students

were receiving supplementary assistance. This can probably be accounted for by

the large number in this group repeating first grade. Many mly not have been

eligible for assistance. During the third year there were an increasing number of

1NP and LNP students receiving supplementary instructional assistance in arithmetic.

* Table 49 indicates the percentage of students in each group receiving 3, 2, 1 and

0 years of supplementary instructional assistance during the duration of the study.

Table 49

Amounts of Supplementary Instruction During Three Years of the Study

Three
Years

Two
Years

One
Year

0

Years

PNP Group 1,5% 107, 25% 50%

1NP Group 15% 25% 407, 207

1SP Group 10% 307, 50% 107,

Although most of the supplementary assistance was provided by various title



teachers, there was some provided by narent volunteers, aides, and older student

tutors. The amount of time supplementary assistance was provided varied from as

much as thirty minutes ner day to as little as t-qt-ty minutes Per week.

Arithmetic Curriculum Emphasis

Teachers were asked to indicate the relative order of emphasis (1, 2, 3 or 4,

with 1 being high emphasis and 4 low emphasis) given tour caEegories of arithmetic

experience: (a) Number Development Activities (ND), (b) Measurement and Geometry

(MG), (.7) Addition and Subtraction Facts and Computing (FC), (d) ',;ord Prot-lems

usIng Addition and Subtraction Operatiotis'(WP). Tables 50 , 51 , and

indicate the responses of the teachers for the three Years of the study.

Table 50

Frequency of Teachers of LNP Group Indicating Toplc Empho

2

1980 Prioritieg_ 1981 Priorities ,1982 Priorities

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

Number Development70% 157. 10% 5% 45% 35% 5% 15% 20% 457. 35% 0%

0 Mea/Geom. 0% 25% 55% 5°4 15% 25% 35% 257. 5% 30% 25% 40%

I Facts/Comp. 35% 55% 10% 0% 70%, 30% 0% 07. 80% 15% 0% 5%

S Word Prob. 0% 57. 45% 50% 5% 50% 15% 30% 407. 107. 25% 25%

Table 51

Frequency of Teachers of INP Group Indicating Topic Emphases

19f30 Priorities 1981 Prioritiez_ 1982 Priorities

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ND 55% 307, 15% 0% 50% 35% 5% 10% 30% 15% 50% 5%

MG T% 25% 35% 35% 10% 25% 35% 30% 0% 30% 25% 45%

FC 45% 45% 10% 0% 65% 25% 5% 5%, 70% 20% 0'4 107,

5% 0% 35% 55% 10% 50% 15% 25% 20% 50% 20% 10%

73
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Table 52

Frequency of Teachers of HNP Group Indicating Topic Emphasis

1980 Priorities 1961 Priorities 1982 Priorities

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

ND 607, 25% 157, 0% 45% 357, 10% 10% 30% 607, 10% 0%

MG 0% 25% 307, 45% 10% 35% 25% 30% 0% 25% 60% 15%

FC 40% 40% 15% 5% 60% 40% 0% 07, 60% 25% 57, 10%

0% 5% 40% 557. 15% 40% 25% 207, 507, 10% 25% 15%

It appeared that there was little difference in content emphasis among the

three groups of students. Typically, number development was .iven a high priority

during the first-grade experiences. There then was a shift to addition and sub-

t-,:action facts and computations as the highest priority topic area during the

second and third years. Measurement and geometry was not given a high priority

from any of the teachers during any of the three years of the study. Word prob-

lems were given low priority during the first grade, but received increasing

.emphasis in the two ensuing years.

Teachers' Perceptions of Student Maturity

Teachers were asked to indicate their perceptions of students' arithmetic

aturity (AM), intellectual maturity (IM), social/emotional maturity (SEM), and

hycho/motor maturity (PMM). They responded to each area on a five point scale,

with "1" being immature and "5" mature.

Tables 53, 54 , and 55 present data on teachers' perceptions of the

students' maturity on the four areas over tha three years of the study.



Table 53

Teachers' Perception of Maturity of Students in the LNP Group

1980 1981 1982
Immature Mature 1m M Im M
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

AM 50% 35% 15% 0% 0% 20% 25% 30% 20% 5% A 2574 75% 0% 0%
A

R IM 25% 60% 157. 07, a% 20% 40% 30% 10% 0% 57, 257. 60% 10% 0%

A SEM 35% 45% 15% 5% 0% 25% 35% 20% 10% 10% 5% 45% 40% 107 0%

PMH 20% 35% 40% 5% 0% 15% 20% 40% 15% 17% 10% 25% 507 10% 5%

Table 54

Teachers' Perceptions of Maturity of Students in the INP Group

1980 1981

1
1982

Immature ---.',.-----.1ature Im 'M Im
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4

AM 107. 30% 507 10% 0% 0% 35% 407, 20% 57, 07, 40% 40% 107, 10%

A

B. IM 10% 307 50% 10% 0% 0% 357. 40% 207. 54 0% 407 45% 5% 107.

A SEM 15% 20% 457 20% (77. 57. 157, 307, 35% 157, 107. 25% 35% 25% 5%

P4.M 107. 357 25% 30% 07 0% 20% 407 25% 157 5% 20% 45% 20% 10%

Table 55

Teachers' Perceptions of Maturity of Students in HNP Grou
1980 -1981 1 82

Immature Mature Im M Im M

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2
AMPONIIND

3
,INImmowlo

4 5

AM

=d0

0% 07

yloimmr.

30%0% 57 407, 55% 0%

411
0% 20%

a0
35%

.
45% 0% 15% 55%

A
R IM 0% 07 107 40% 50% 04 0% 35% 20% 45% 0% 0% 10% 50% 40%

A SEM 0% 5% 207, 20% 55% 0% 0% 307. 35% 35% 07, ,15(% 20% 30% 35%

PMM 0% 07. 157 30% 55% 07. g% 207. 45% 35% 0% 0% 35% 25% 40%

The perceptions of three independent groups of teachers on the arithmetic

maturity, intellectual maturity, social/emPtional maturity and psycho/motor maturity
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of the three 2rouns of students in the study are very consistent. The te?c:hers of

the HN? group students perceived them as being quite mature on all of thl areas

during the first-grade experience, and their teachers at the second an;4. 0,ird

grade continued to perceive them in that way. The modal perceptions of the

teachers of the IN? group were at the mid-point of the maturity scale, quite

consistently each year and on each of the areas surveyed. The LNP group-were

perceived as heing quite immature by their first-grade teachers on all areas of

maturity. During the second and third year there was some shift toward perceiving

the LN? students as somewhat more mature, but it must be remembered that a majority

of them had been held back at the first-grade level and were then being compared

with students a year younger. Given this shift in reference group, they were

still generally perceived as lacking maturity (very few "4" or "5" rankings) at

the end of the third year of the study.

In summary, the programs for the three groups of students entering first

grade with marked differences in number abilities were characterized by both

similarities and differences. There were differences in the administrative adjust-

ments made by schools; a majority of the LNP group students were retained a grade;

only about twenty percent of the INP group students were retained a ,,7rade; no HNP

group students were retained. There appeared to be some slight differences in

program use by the groups. The LNP and INP groups tended to be exposed to more

of a variety of, programs across the three years of the study; about twenty-five

percent of these students in these two Aroups experienced different programs each

year, while only ten p r ent of the HNP group had such experience. There was

also some slight tendeacy for students in the HNP group to comnlete a program's

grade level work during the year, while there were slightly fewer INP and INV

group students doing so. There were certain years when LNP group students

received significantly more swplementary instruction than either of the other
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two woups, Itit other years they received less. The supplementary instruction

differences were inconsistent across the years. The nature of the supplementary

assistance also differed; the HNP group received enrichment activities; the IN?

and LgP groups received remedial assistance.

The three groups appeared to receive similar amounts of instruction time in

arithmetic daily within the classroom. The pattern of program use was also simi-

lar; all groups typically used textbooks or other such pro.,:ram materials daily.

The Priority of topic emphasis indicated by teachers appeared to be quite similar

for all groups across the three years of the study.

There were marked differences in teachers' perceptions of students in the

three groups. The HNP students were consistently perceived as being mature in

their arithmetic, intellectual, social/emotional, and psycho/motor development.

The LNP group, on the other hand, was generally perceived as quite immature in

all areas, this in spite of the fact that many had been retained and after the

first year of the study were more chronologically advanced than their classroom

peers. The IN? group tended to be perceived at about the midpoint of the maturity

scale by their classroom teachers.
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o. ivalmarv in Ilplications

A cross-section of thirty eight trios of first graders were formed on the

basis of number abilitios indicated during individual interviews on entering first

;rade. One member of the trio was assigned to a HNP group on the basis of high

performance on rote and rational counting tasks and proficiency in reading and

writing numbers. Another member of the trio was assigned to a LNP group on the

basis of low performance on rote and rational counting tasks and lack of proficiency

in reading and writing numbers. A third member of the trio was assigned to an INT

group on the basis of intermediate performance on those tasks relative to the HNP

and LNT groups. Each trio member was in the same classroom with the same teacher

during the first-grade experience, and each was of the same gender.

On completing the first-grade experience, each member of the trio was followed

through the subsequent two years of school experience. Members of the trio were no

longer necessarily in intact classrooms, but were in classrooms of choice or district

placement. Since the school system was operating under an integration plan, students

tended not to be in the same school during the three years of the study.

Of the thirty eight intact trios of students identified on entering first grade,

twenty intact trios remained at the end of the third year of the study. When one

or more members of a trio was lost, the entire trio was dropped from the study.

Evidence was presented that indicated that the remaining twenty intact trios of

students were not dissimilar to the thirty eight original trios, and no selectivity

factor appeared to be operating.

Twelve addition and subtraction combinations of varying difficulty, four word

problems, and a set of tasks designed to elicit student awareness of the commuta-

tive and identity properties as they relate to the operations of addition and

subtraction were administered to students in individual interview formats. Each

student was individually interviewed during the second half oE the school year, in
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the two years following their first grade experience. Both quantitative and quali-

tative analyses were carried out.

Classroom teachers responsible for each member of the trio during the three

years of the study were asked to describe program characteristics experienced by

members of the trio in their classrooms. Teachers were also asked to indicate

their perceptions of trio members' maturity each year. The general results were:

1. On the twelve addition and subtraction tasks, product performance (correct

answers) of the three groups corresponded to their number ability performance on

entry to first grade in both years of the administration. zach group indicated

incremental improvement between the first and second years of the administration.

The amount of improvement was quite similar for all three grouos even though the

range of improvement was restricted for the HNP group because of the ceiling on the

measurement instrument. In general the HNP, INP and LNP groups retained their

1

relative standing, determined by their number abilities performance on entry to

first grade, through their first three years of schooling. Howtver, students in

the LNP and IN? group above the median in performance on the twelve tasks were

performing within the same range of performance as students in the HNP group;

those below the median, particularly students in the LNP group, were entirely below

the range of performance of the students in the HNP group.

2. An item and error analysis of the twelve casks indicated some tendency for

LNP and IN? students to give more inconsistent responses, that is to respond cor-

rectly to a task in 1981 and incorrectly in 1982 to the same task. There was also

some tendency for LNP students' incorrect responses to be less comprehensible than

the incorrect responses made by HNP students. The tendency was for an examiner to

be able to understand the reason for many of the errors made by members of the PNP

group, while not being able to understand the reason for many errors made by members

of the LNP group.
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3. J1:-Iervatiow: bv the examiners on the processing procedures used by the

:=beuents ditiecences between the groups. The majority of students

in the PNP 4rolp in!icated no overt manifestations during their processirw u the

twelve t.isks ot.her than writing with pencil on the paper. They evidently were

ap'1yLn tir no-Aed.,f,e of addition and subtraction combinations in their pro-

cessing. On the other hand, the majority of students in the LNP group indicated

Jse ot overt manifestations during L'eir processinz of the twelve tasks,

s usually involved counting on fingers, using helping marks on paper, etc.

Although there were differences among the groups on product outcomes (correct
4

answers), these differences were not nearly as marked as differences in the way

students in the three groups processed the twelve tasks. These differences cor-

respond to the performance on number abilities on entry into first grade, and

existed across both the 1981 and 1982 administrations. There was little change

in processing procedures used by students in any of the groups between the 1981

and 1982 administrations.

4. Students were asked to use unit-cubes and ten-rods to demonstrate their

responses to two of the tasks, 15 - 8 and 23. Many different strategies were
+14

observed. There was quite a marked difference in strategies used by the three

groups, especially in the 1982 administration. It appeared that the 1-11IP students

were more able to use ten as a whole unit in processing than were students in

either of the other two groups; this was especially evident,at the time of the

1982 administration. The LNP group tended to use single, discrete cubes in pro-

cessing demonstrations rather than taking advantage of the efficiency of thintUng

of ten as a unit whole that could be modeled by a ten-rod. The more mature use of

tens and ones materials in the demonstrations corresponded to the performance"of

the groups on number abilities on entry to first grade by the time of the 1982
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adminibtratton. The.e was less difference, and hence less corres-,ondence, at the

time of the 1)ol administration.

5. On the four word problem tasks, product performance (correct answers

the three grouos corresponded to their number ability performance on entry to first

grade. However, the difference between the LNP group and the ,roup was insig-

nificant at the time of the 1981 adminis'tration, but more marked at.the time of

the 1982 admintstrdtion. The HNP group performed very well acorss both administra-

tions; there was little room for imorovement between the two administrations, but

eome improvement did take place. The performance of the LNP group was guite poor

at the time of the 1981 administration and deteriorated by the time of the 1982

administration. The 1NP group showed some improvement between the two administra-

6. Maturity of the strategies used in solving the four worn problems corres-

ponded to the number ability performance of the three groups on entry to first

grade. The HNP group tneded to use their knowledge of the addition and subtraction

combinations in responcling correctly. The LNP group tended to use more inappro-

priate strategies such as simply responding with one of the numbers imbedded in

the word problem, and were more often affected by extraneous data in the problem.

7. Students in all three groups appeared to have quite a stable concept of

the commutative and identity properties of addition on whole numbers. There was

little difference in level of performance among the groups. There were differences

among the groups in their evident overgeneralization of commutativity to the opera-

tion of subtraction. Most students in the INP an' LAP groups apparently believe

the order of the numbers in a subtraction situation will not affect the answer.

About fifty percent of the HNP performance group indicated that they were aware

there would be a difference depending on order.
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Based on responses from teachers of the students during the three years

of the study, the following observations on program were made:

- There appeared to be no difference among the three grolns in classroom

time spent on arithmetic activities. Typically, it was 30 - 45 minutes

daily.

- Few students in any of the groups were in the same arithmetic program

all three years of the study. There was a tendency for more students in

the IN? and LNP groups to experience different programs each year than

students in the HNP group.

- There appeared to be little difference in program use affiong the three

groups. Typically, the textbook was used daily, There was a slight

indication that more HNP group students completed the text during the

year than INP or LNP students.

- Differences in supplementary assistance outside the classroom existed

among the groups, but the differences were not consistent. The LNP group

received significantly more assistance during the first grade than either

of the other two groups, but received less assistance during the second

year than either of the other two groups. This evidently came about

because of retention in first grade (See #9). One-half of the HNP group

received no supplementary instruction during the three years of the study;

the percentage was much lower for the INP and LNP groups.

- There aopeared to be little difference in the curriculum emphasis given

the three groups.

9. It apneared that the most significant adjustment made to accommodate

differences in the groups of students was administrative retention. No students

from the HNP group were retained a grade; twenty percent of the students in the

INP were retained a ',rade; sixty five percent of the LNP students were retained a

grade.
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l. terers' :ter..:,t,tiJes of students' arithmetic maturity, intellectual

maturit: , -natority, and ps7cho-motor maturity correspond closely

with steaents' nuT1-,r a'tility on tntering first -rade across the three Years of

he stedy. Teichers oi the L4NP group saw them as mature in all dimensions across

the three years; teachers of the LINT group saw them as immature on all dimensions .

across the three years.

groups Ln maturity.

number of implications are suggested from l'Ae results of this longitudinal

study ._)f school arithmet,ic development. Some of the results provide evidence that

may assist educational practitioners in adapting school arithmetic programming for

certain categories of students. Other results may prcwide researchers some primi-
.

tive, but useful, insights into the relationship between early number development

and subsequent scho6l arithmetic development.

Student performance on simple number tasks on entry to first grade appeared

to be auite a valid predictor of school arithmetic performance two and three years

later. Students who did not perform well on simple number tasks on entry to first

grade appear to be at risk in subsequent school arithmetic development; those who

did well were not at risk. So a simple assestment of number skills on entry to

first grade Opears to give practitioners quite an accurate fool for identifying

students who may be at risk in their school arithmetic development.

Performance on number skills on entry into first grade and subsequent school

arithmetic development appear to be closely related to more general psychological

development. A student with low performance on simple number tasks on entry to

first grade will generally be p,n-ceived as immature on a number of psychological

dimensions two and three years later. Students with high performance on simnle

The INP group wns p,erceived as between the two extreme
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number tA,k, .41 .ntre to first grade will he perceived by teachers as cleite mature

two and thr,:e years later.

Students with different levels of performance on simple number skills vn

entry to first grade will tend to evidence more marked differences on process pro-

cedures than product outcomes when responding to addition/subtraction computation

tasks two and three years later. Care should be taken in concluding that if

stedents respond with similar speed and accuracy to a task, they are ,,lso process-

ing the task similarly. Studeots with low performance on simple number skills on

entry to tirst grade appeared to be using less mature process procedures two and

three years later than high performance students, even though differences in

correct answers to some of the tasks were not great.

Students with low performance on simple number tasks on entry to 4'irst trade

appear to have special difficulty in developing ability to respond correctly to

simple word problems. There appeared to be very little, if any, growth in this

ability by those students during their first three years of schooling. Special

program consideration may have to be given to these students in the area of word

problems.

Most students, regardless of level of number performance on entry to first

grade, appear to have quite a stable concept of the identity property and commuta-

tive property for the operation of addition. Lower performance students, however,

are especially prone to overzeneralizing these properties to subtraction. Special

consideration should be given this problem of overgeneralization in arithmetic

programming.

Since students with low performance on simple number skills on entry to first

grade were still generally immature in their school arithmetic development three

years later, programming during these years should be given close scrutiny. It
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appeared that,there was no dramiric program adaptations nade for these students.

Formal textbook programs appeared to be the rule no matter what the level of

performance on number skills on entry to first grade. If students have cclite

dramatic differences in number ability on entry to first grade, perhaps dramatic

qualitative differences in nroaramming should be made. That wcolld appear not io

17-e happenin,; at the present time.

The administrative proceCure of retaining a student for a year Aid not appear

to have an impact on school arithmetic development. Students retained were still

perceived as immature by their teachers. ¶Jithout majo l. qualitative changes in

programming, simple retention appeared not to contribute ,greatly to school arith-

metic development for those students who enter first grade with poor numbe- skills.
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